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FOREWORD
This r e port is the story of the cooperative effo r t by five agencies to
assist in the improvement of education in East Pakistan through the developme nt of an Institut e of Education a nd Resea r ch which would f unction primarily
in the fie ld s of teacper e ducation, educa t ional research, and educational
s e rvice.

The a gencies whi ch came t oge the r in t hi s coope r ative project we r e

the Government o f Pakistan, the Government o f East Paki s t a n, the University
of Dacca, the Unite d State s Overseas Mis s i on to Pakistan through the Agency
for International De velopment, and Colorado State College of Gree l ey,
Colorado, U.S.A.
In pre paring this report the writers have r e lie d on t he reports of
ch i efs -of-party a nd on the semi - annual r e ports of the Campus Project Coordinato rs t o USAID, Wa s hington, and on pe r sona l expe r iences with the project.
The r e port is intended as the official termination report of the Contractor
to t he U. S. Agency for I nternational Deve l opme nt.

It is hoped that the

r e port will be of value to all the partne r s pf the proje ct and to the staff
of t he Inst i tute.
Tribute is given hereunder to t he many pe ople, bot h Pakistani and
Ame rica n, who have con t ribut e d so much to t he deve l opmen t of the Institute.
Among these people are:
1.

The severa l Ministers of Education i n the Cent r al and Provincial
Governments whose interes t , guidance a nd s upport have always bee n
r eceived during t he years 1959-69.

2.

The Cent ral and Provincial Secretaries of Education over the years
who have s houlde r ed the burde n of promoting the development of
the Institute.
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3.

The three successive Directors of Public Instruction who in turn
guided the role of the I.E.R . in i ts relationships with the other
educational agencies of the province.

4.

The Principals of the Teachers Training Co lleges of East Pakistan
whose coopera tion a nd construct ive analysis helped steer the
cour s e of development of the I nstitute in its degree and research
programs.

5.

The members of the Board of Governors of the Institute--twentyone different persons have served i n thi s position in the ten years-whose time-consuming deliberations, interest, and leader ship
fo rmulated the administrative policie s and guidelines of the
Institute .

6.

The three Vice-Chancellors of Dacca University who, as successive
Chairmen of the Boa rd of Governors, have provided the top-leve l
l eadership which has been so necessary, who also added the prestige of the Vice-Chancellor's Office to the growth of the
Institute thereby enab l ing it to become an integral, active and
important pa r t of t he University of Dacca, and who constantly
kept before the Governmen t the purpose for which the Un iversity
was developing the In stitute.

7.

To the members of the Se l ection Board of t he Committee on Advanced
Studies who so carefully guided the assembly of a staff and t he
development of the pro grams of studies for the higher degrees of
Master of Educa t ion and Doctor of Education .

8.

The many USAID officials over the years who held to the vision of
improved education a nd the role to be accomp lished by the I .E . R.,
who saw t he need to provide for operational funds, for liaison with
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governmental and educationa l agencies} for training the staff}
and for constructional costs.
9.

The Presidents of Colorado State College and their administrative
and teaching staffs who saw the opportunities of service and enthusiastically and boldly fulfilled the demands .

10.

The Project Coordinators at Colorado State College who ably performed the vital and strategic backstop activities in the U.S.A.

11.

The Pakistani Joint Directors} Staff} and Faculty of the Institute
and its Laboratory School who willingly partook of advanced studies}
conducted research} embodied new ideas} ideals and attitudes} and
undertook to practice them in teaching, service} and research.

12.

The twenty-four foreign specialists in nine different educational
fields who taught c l asses} sponsored research} advised counterparts} and acted as chairmen of departments until the counterparts
could take over ,

13 .

The chiefs-of-party who endeavored to understand the ways of the
East and the educationa l system of Pakistan} to unfold the vi sion
of educational deve lopment, to execute the policies of the Board
of Governors, to build good relations with other educational
institutions and agencies, to oversee the constru ction and procurement of adequate physical facilities, equipment and supplies}
and to encourage both the Pakistani and American s taff s in the ir
activities and progress as foundations were laid and achieveme nts
grew in number and quality.
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CHAPTER I
EDUCATION IN EAST PAKISTAN
Pakistan was founded under the leadership of Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad
Ali Jinnah as a nation-state dedicated to the faith of Islam in 1947 when
the United Kingdom gave independence to India .

The partition of 1947 divided

Pakistan into two provinces, East and West , separated from each other by
one thousand miles of Indian territory .

Pakistan has a national adminis-

tration and two provincial administrations.

Dac ca is the legislative

capital for the province of East Pakistan.
East Pakistan covers 55,126 s quare miles.

Geographically, it is a

flat, fertile delta built by three rivers , the Ganges, the Brahmaputra,
and the Meghna .

It is a land of wide rivers , heavy rainfall, jute fie lds,

rice paddies, tropical jungle, and a narrow strip of wooded hills at the
southeast corner.
Burma to the east.

Its neighbors are India to the west and north, and
The Bay of Bengal is the southern border.

is generally warm, humid in summer and very dry in the winter.

The climate
During the

rainy season there is heavy rainfall of more than 100 inches .
In 1965, East Pakistan's population approximated 61,000,000 people .
Ninety -four per cent of the population live in the rural areas of the province, and approximately only eighteen per cent of the populaLion is considered literate .
The principal l anguage of East Pakistan is Bengali .

Business, banking,

the courts, and government affairs are conduc ted mostly in English .

The

small Aryan population of East Pakis tan speaks Urdu.
Eighty-eight per cent of East Pakistan's people adhere to the Muslim
faith.

The twelve per cent minority is comprised of Hindus, Buddhists,

and Christians.
1

East Pakistan's principal resources are rice, tea, cotton, sugar cane,
tobacco, and jute.

Its principal industries pertain to the manufacture of

burlap, textiles, vegetable products, cigarettes, paper, newsprint, and
sugar .

In 1965, the per capita annual income was reported to be 365 rupees,

the e quivalent of seventy-five dollars in United States currency .
It is within the above ba ckground that the educational system of East
Pakistan has developed.

Both public and private schools tend to follow

the national curricula designed fo r primary and secondary schools.

Some

private secondary schools prepare students for the Cambridge Examinations,
but schools generally prepare for the Secondary School Certificate Examinations of the four governmental Secondary School Boards of the province .
Education is available from kindergarten through the doc torate degree and
is organized into five levels : the Primary, which consists of Kindergarte n
t hrough the Class V; Secondary, which consists of Classes VI through X;
Higher Secondary or Intermediate College, which consists of Classes XI and

XII; College, which consists of Bachelor and Master degree programs; and
University, which consists of Bachelor (Honours), Master, and Doctor degree
programs .
Class X, i . e . , the tenth year of formal schoo l ing a f ter kindergarten,
is considered as the matriculation level .

Matriculants may a dvance to

college, technical or some professional program .

Technica l education in

East Pakistan is general l y started after matricu l ation and is offered in
vocational and technical schoo l s at the higher secondary and intermediate
level.

Such schools are operated by the Directorate of Technical Education,

railway age ncies, government utilities, Department of Labor, t he military,
and private industries .

The co lle ges and the universities offer preparation
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fo r the professions in law, commerce, agricul ture, medicine, engineering,
home economics, social work, and teacher-education.
Table I reports the number of primary, secondary, vocational, general
co l leges, professional colleges, and universities in East Pakistan for 1967 .
The enro llment for each classification is also reported.
TABLE I
THE NUMBER AND ENROLLMENT OF SIX CLASSIFICATIONS
OF SCHOOLS IN EAST PAKISTAN
1967
Type of Institution
Primary Schoo l s
Secondary Schools
Vocational Schoo l s
General Colleges
Professional Colleges
Universities

Number

Enro l lment

28,000
4,000

4,600,000
1,000,000
12,000
145,000
7,000
12,000

WO

173
20
5

Primary education in East Pakistan is administered by t he Directorate '
of Public Instruction .
are in charge.

At the local l evel e ducation officers and inspectors

Each primary school has a head teacher and several teachers.

Secondary education in East Pakistan including the higher secondary or
i n termediate co llege leve l is administered by four regional boards who
are members of the Education Service .

These boards are responsible through

the district directors to the Director of Public Inst ru ction.

Each secondary

schoo l has a local managing committee of parents or patrons which assists
in the administration of the schoo l according to the board's regulations.
Each school has a headmaster or headmistre ss who usually serves as the
secretary of the managing committee.
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The major emphasis in vocational and technical education at the
" technician " l e vel is in secondary and adult education .

Vocational high

schools, technical institutes, polytechnics, and specialized schools offer
training in electricity, machining, woodworking, metal working, welding,
secretarial science, and other trades and business-industrial occupations.
Universities are autonomous bodies which function under government
statutes or ordinances.
government.

Each is governed by a syndicate appointed by the

The chief administrator or governor of the province is the

Chancellor of each university.

The chief administrator of the University

of Dac ca is a Vice-Chancellor who is assisted by several officers, such as
Re gis trar , Controller of Examinations, Provosts of Halls, Dire ctor of
Finance, Executive Engineer, and Deans of the Fac ulties .

An Academic

Council composed of heads of departments, profes sors, some principals of
constit uent col leges, and representatives of the readers (associate professors) and senior lecturers (assistant professors) of the University
assists in recommending policies and approving all academic matters .
Student progress from one level of education to the next is determined
primarily by examination s.

These may be admissions tests conducted by the

school or certificate examinations conducted at designated centers by the
boards of education or by the universities.

Students are generally class-

ified as first, second, or third division (or c la ss) on passing a certificate examination .

Students attaining third division on matriculation

examinations have little chance of admission to higher education but may
enter the vocational fields of training at either the technician or professional levels including commerce and teacher education.
rate at each level runs from 33 to 60 per cent .
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The failure

The examination system at all levels of e ducation forces the s tudents
to depend mostly on memorization of the textbooks, to seek tutorial
assistance as the examination period a pproa c he s, to prepare answers to
past examinations, and to memorize such answers .
not complete a course .

Teachers fre quently do

They " protect their students" by spending much time

in the final mont hs of a sc hool year studying the questions on o l d examina tion pape r s.

Examination commi ttees are required to make certain that

the questions are de fi nitely covered in t he r equired text books .

Essay-type

questions are used almo s t e ntirely, and there is li tt l e d ifference in
questions from yea r to year.

Fixed scores are se t as criteria for the

divi s ional classification of result s.

Consequently, the tension and

apprehension of the students and parents a re ve ry great .
all student s a r e permitted to take the examination.

Furthermore, not

A student may therefore

take pride in the fact that he appeared for an examination although he
failed to pass it .
Appro x imately one-th ird of all t he secondary sc hool students fail
matriculat ion examinations .

,

Of the two-thirds who pass, only one-third

achieve a fi r st or second division rating .

In other words, of every nine

s tuden ts taking matri c ulation examinations , three fail, four obtain a third
division rating, and two obtain first or second division ratings .

Because

of the extreme difficulty of admission to adva nced studies, it ap pears that
the r e is great need for secondary education of a terminal nature to be
provide d at the matr iculation point.

Vocat ional education has developed

rapidly of recent years bu t it is unlikely it can be expanded sufficiently
to meet the demands as more and more c hildre n enter a nd remain in school
longer .

At the pr esent time there is little or no guidance--vocational or
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educational--in the schools of East Pakistan to assure t he best us e of the
educational opportunities by the student .
During the period 1959-69, there was much discussion for change in
the examination sys t em .

Efforts are underway to make the examinations more

objective measures of a c hievement .

In many papers the answers may be written

in the mother tongue rather tha n in English as was formerly required.
Gradually, the percentage of passes appears to be increasing.
Sc hool drop-outs are a serious problem in East Pakista n .

The percentage

of children enrolled in Class I in 1948 who reac hed Class Vin 1952 was
reported as 8 . 7 per cent.

However, it is recognized that not all of the

91.3 per cent we re drop-outs for some were retained along the way and were
still in school .

A safer estimate of actual drop-out s wo uld be 80 per cent .

Of t he children in Class I in 1960 1 21 . 2 per ce nt reached Class V by 1964 .
Thi s is an improvement over the previous five-yea r period but still shows
a probable drop-out rate of 70 per cen t .

Studies have indicated that the

reason s for drop-out were economic fa ctor s, ea rly ma r riage of gir l s, lack
of inte rest, indifferent or poor teaching, unattractive schoo l facilities,
and lac k of scholastic success.
Primary and seconda r y schoo ls a r e gene rally support ed totally or partially
by provincial grants .
pare nt s .

'
Additional f unds come from tuit i on a nd fees paid
by

Tuition a nd fees tend to be nomi nal in government schools and

very high in private schools .

Many private schoo ls conform to the pattern

of the government sc hools and qua lify for provincial aid.
Government co lleges and univer s i ties are financed by government support
and nominal tuition charges.

The income f rom t u ition is seldom more than

seven pe r cent of the instit ution's budget .
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St ude nts attending teacher-

training instit u tions and vocational schools usually a r e provided small
stipends t o meet t heir ba sic costs.
Of the Rs . 397 million spent by the Government of Pakistan in 1964 - 65
on educat ion, Rs. 10 7 million were spent in East Pakistan .

Al t hough such

figures show the concern of the gove rnment for increased support for educa t ion since 1959, a look at the school age population fi gures suggests that
this increased expenditure has not been ab le to approximate the need.
Enrollment in the schools and colleges of East Pakistan is increasing rap i dly.
In primary education in 1947 there were 2 . 75 million children, in 1957
the r e we r e 2 . 9 million, and in 1967 there were over 4 .6 million.

I n secondary

education, the number has grown fr om 250, 000 in 1947 to one million in 1967.
In higher s e condary e ducat i on, enrollment increase d from 15,000 to 90,000 in
the same period .

The universi ties of Eas t Pakistan enrolled 1,693 studen ts

in 1947, 3,000 in 1957, and 10, 000 in 1967 .

In 1967 girl s made up approximate l y

31 pe r cent of the primary students, 14 per cent of the secondary student s,
6 . 7 per ce nt of higher seconda ry, and 11 per cen t of University students.
The schoo l -age popu lation in East Pakistan (ages 5 to 19 or kindergarten to col lege) was 18,357,000 in 1959, of whom only twen ty per cent were
act ually registered in schoo l .

By 1965, the school-age population had

increased to 24,598,000 and again only twenty per cent were re ported attending
school.

By 1969, the schoo l-age popu l a t ion is expected to total 29,573 1 000,

a n increase in the decade of sixty - one per cent .

The National Commission on

Education i n its repor t in 1960 envisioned universal educa tion in Pakistan
through Clas s VIII by 1980 .

To accomplish this in East Pa kista n, facilities,

personne l, and materials would be needed to look after 30,500,000 chi ldren
between t he ages of five and fo urtee n, assuming population control efforts
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were working at optimum success.

The task of providing buildings, teachers,

administrators, textbooks, etc. to meet a projected enrollment of 30,500,000
students in kindergarten through Class VIII by 1980 will require all the
industry and ingenuity the educators of East Pakistan can muster.
The output of trained teachers has shown a gradual increase but not in
proportion to that required if universal education through Class VIII is
to be achieved .

Even if the current ratio of one teacher to 42 students is

to be maintained, there will have to be
of teachers produced.

a

substantial increase in the number

At present, approximately 5,000 new teachers are

produced annual l y compared to the 45,000 required .
that need to be trained is staggering.

The number of teachers

Unless every means of providing

education, including programmed instruction, radio and television media,
and teacher aides, are used to supplement the output of new teachers, the
task of providing universal education in East Pakistan will be insurmountable .
It was, then, in this educational system and c limate that the Institute
of Education and Research was established at the University of Dacca and
its programs of teacher-education, service and research were developed .
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CHAPTER II
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF DACCA
In 1954, the Government of Pakistan, in response to the demand by
citizens fo r expan sion of educational opportunities for children, youth,
and adults, decided attempts mu st be made to improve teacher - education and
educational l eadership in both provinces .
ment was conside r ed to be imperative :

One step in the process of improve-

the estab l ishment of institutes of

education in various universities to meet the needs for advanced educational
training and research.

The thinking of the Na tional Pl anni ng Board in this

regard is revealed in the fo llowing statement :
Primary teachers ' training institut ions and teachers ' training
col leges have limited their work to the training of primary and
seconda r y schoo l teachers . They have not engaged in educa tional
research . As a result, instruction has become rigi d and stereotyped . This tends to be a sterile system because nothing new is
being added . The resu l t is seen in unsatisfactory teaching, i n
both primary and secondary schools . The demand for educational
expansion requires additional primary teachers' training institut i on s and teachers ' co lleges, but the quality of teaching will
not improve without an infusion of new ideas, new methods, and
new information based upon research. The training institutions
need reorientation a nd new inspirat ion . To this end each
university should be encouraged to develop and strengt hen a
faculty and a department of education.
In a l etter dated October 11, 1954, to the Government of East Pakistan,
the National Pl anning Board stated, " . . . you are requested to kindly include
in your deve l opment proposa l s a scheme for the establishment of a n Institute
of Education. "

The Planning Board requested the provincia l governmen t to

express an opinion as to t he nature and type of controlling agency for the
proposed Institute, but expressed preference for " . . • a University Faculty
of Educat ion on the pattern of a school of education in some foreign univer sity" because "a university is the most suitable p l ace for conducting research

9

for the advancement of knowledge . . .
The Board' s st re ss of

a

II

" suitable place for conducting research"

reemphasized its proposal put for th in The First Five - Year Plan 1955- 60 that,
" . . . it is proposed that at l east one university in each wing establish,
within i ts department of education, an Institute fo r Education Research .
s taffed with

a

small group of highly qua li fied re searc h pro f essor s and it

should have f unds to support r esearch projec ts, issue publications, ho l d
conferences, and train educational specialists.

The let te r a l so enc l osed

'A Note on the Institute of Education' which summarized the main f unctions
of the proposed institute as being :
(1)

To institute post-graduate cour ses of study and prepare students
for M.A. and Ph . D. degrees in Education .

(2)

To conduct research in the methodology of teaching l anguages a nd
other school subj ects.

(3)

To impart training in t he techniques of educationa l organization,
administration, a nd inspec t ion of schools.

(4)

To train l ec turers for the training institutions for primary
and middle c la sses .

(5)

To train post-graduate students in counseling work, vocational
guidance, testing techniques, etc .

(6)

To organize refresher courses for various group s of educationa l
worke r s , including adult education .

(7)

To act as a storehouse of t he information on modern educational
thought and practice and to disseminate knowledge for the benefit
of normal sc hools, inspecting staff and other educational agencies.

Opinions of variou s educators i n the province were sought concerning t he
Planning Board ' s propo sals .

Point s of agreement among the East Paki stan

educators were :
(1)

A Faculty of Education s hould be created in the Unive rsity of Dacca.

(2)

An Institute of Education should be established in the province
under the f ull academic contro l of t he University .
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Thus , on November 26, 1955, the Syndicate (Governing Board) of the University
of Dacca took the necessary action to constitute the Fa cu lty of Education
of the University of Dacca.
Having constituted a Faculty of Education, the University of Dacca was
in a position to consider the desirability of estab l ishing a department of
education or institute within the University .

Although there had seemed to

be some agreement among the opinions that had been previous ly canvassed,
there was no decision as to whether the governing authority shou ld be vested
in the University or in the East Pakist an Directorate of Public Instruction.
Nothing further on the establishment of an institute or department was done
until October 8, 1958 .

On that date the Education Department of the

Government of East Pakistan informed the University of Dacca that the Planning
Board had allocated monies for the establishment of an Institute of Education
and requested the University to submit a tentat ive plan for establishing one .
The Dean of Education was requested by t he University to prepare a plan .
However, questions arose concerning the administrative controls and the

,

funds that would be available for recurring and non-recurring expenditures .
Finally the University notified the Education Department of the Government
in January of 1959 that a plan for the establishment of an educational
institute would be forthcoming .
Before the University was able to submit to the Government of East
Pakistan a plan for the establishment of an Institute, the Ministry of
Education sent copies of a do cument containing certain financial and technica l proposals for cooperative action be tween the Government ot Pakistan and
the United States Agency for International Development's Mission to Pakistan*
to the Education Secretary of East Pakistan, and to the Vice -Chancellor of
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Dacca Univers ity.

The document's content pertained to est abli shing teacher

training institutions a t the Da cca and Punjab Universities .
Enclosed with t he Ministry ' s letter was an e xplanation by USAID which
point ed out that, although Pakistan' s First Five-Year Plan ca l led for t he
estab l ishment in each province of an institute for e du cational research,
neither the provinces nor t he universit i es had been able to do so because of
proble ms of funding and physical facilities, and that the project had now
been funded through USAID assistance.

If the University of Da cca a nd the

Provincia l Government of East Pakistan fo und the proposal acceptable, USAID
would :
(1)

Provide funds to build and equip the necessary facilities,

(2)

Contract with an American university for a staff of American
professors to put the program into operation, and

(3)

Provide funds to meet recurring expenditures for a reasonable
lengt h of time.

The Provincial Government and the University of Dacca examined the
propo sa l careful ly, and on April 4, 1969, the Executive Council of Dacca
University passed the fol lowi n g resolution :
RESOLVED : That the pro posa l for the establishment of a Teacher
Training I n stitute be accepted in principle and that the ViceChancellor be aut horized to take such action as he may deem
necessary in this connection .
In May 1959 the Vice-Chance l lor informed the Ministry of Education of
the Universit y's approval of the project and agreement was reached to start
the project as soon as possib l e with a target set for the first class of
t r a inees to begin academic studies in July 1960.

Immediate l y fol l owing the

Vice-Chancellor ' s notification of t he University ' s approval of the cooperative
project, the necessary papers we r e signed .
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These documents provided for the

Institute of Education and Research at the University of Dacca to be
established .

The purpose of the Institute was expressed in the form of

four specific objectives as specified in the Third Statute of the University.
The four objectives were as follows :
To promote and to provide facilities for advanced study and
r e search in education .
To provide teaching, training, and guidance in order to prepare
candidates f or the degrees of Master of Education and Doctor of
Education of the University of Dacca .
To promote courses of further study for those already qualified
to engage in educational work .
To furnish services for those concerned with higher education
in the University teaching departments and affiliated or
constituent colleges .
Colorado State College of Greeley, Colorado, was s elected as the United
States contractor to provide the professional and technical service s
necessary to implement the project .
The Beginning Years
In July 1959 representatives of the United States AID approa ched
officials a t Colorado State College concerning the development of a graduat e
school of professional education in East Pakistan .

During the month of

Novembe r, a contract was awarded to Colorado State College for the purpose
of deve loping s uch a school.

It was signe d by Presiden t Wi l liam Ross and

returne d to Washington, D. C. on Novembe r 11, 1959.

The contra ct calle d for

the Institu t e of Education and Research to be e stablished at the Unive rsity
of Dacca, East Pakistan .

On November 12, 1959, Dr . J. Gilbe r t Ha use was

formally appointe d the first campus coordinator of the pr o j ect .

An init i al

advance of $40,000 wa s given to Colorado State Colle ge to i niti a te t he pro ject which came to be called "The Pakistan Project" by the a dminis tra tion,
faculty, and friends of the college .
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Shortly thereafter, Dr . Gaylord D. Morrison, Pro fessor of Education at
Colorado State Col lege, was a ppointed the first Chief -of-Party of t he project
and departed for Pakistan, a long with President Ross , in January of 1960.
They a rrived in Dacca via Karach i and immediately went to work .

After pre-

limina r y conferences with USAID officials, they schedu l ed conferences with
various officials of the Government of East Pakistan .

Genera l plans for

esta blishing a nd ope rating the Institute of Education and Re search were
developed to the satisfaction of a ll parties concerned .

After the general

plans we re completed, President Ross returned to the United States and
Dr . Morri son remained in Dacca to begin initia l work toward developing the
Institute .
In orde r to f acili tate operation, both the Vice-Chancel lor of the
University of Dacca and t he Chief - of-Party were a uthorized to spend t he
local curre ncy granted by the United States AID Mission in Pakistan .

It

was f urthe r agreed that a new statute in line with the recommendation of
t he National Committee on Education would be prepared by the University at
a l ater date, but until the statute was prepared, plans to make the proposed
institut e oper ational would tentatively proceed .
In June of 1960, Drs . Al lan R. Elliott a nd John F . Stephens arrived in
Dacca to assist Dr . Mor·cison with the opening of the Ins titute ,

Elliott 's

major concerns were psychology, guidance and counseling, while Stephens'
primary responsibilities were curric ulum, methodology, a nd educational
philo sophy .

Chief-of~Party Morrison taught administration courses .

The r e were approximate l y 300 initial inquiries from Pakistani students
in r egard to attending the Institute .

Thirty-three students were admitted and

t he Institute of Educa t i on a nd Research officially opened i t s doors in temporary quarters on July 1, 1960 .

The fi r st year's teaching staff consisted of

three Americans a nd two Pakistanis .
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Colorado State College's Role
As indicated previously, Colorado State College of Greeley, Colorado was
awarded the contract for professional and technical se r vices for the development of the Institute of Education and Research at the University of Dacca .
The contract provided for Colorado State Co llege to undertake the following :
(1)

To provide specialists in various fiel ds of t eacher-education,
research, educational psychology, and administration for
service at the Institute.

(2)

To provide a training pro gram in advanced studies in education
a nd research for prospect ive Pakistani members of the Institute ' s
staff at Colorado State College or elsewhere i n the United
States.

(3)

To obtain appropriate and necessary supp lies, teaching aids,
library books and textbooks for the Institute.

(4)

To introduce, es tablish and develop the Institute and its
programs of educa tion, research, and service .

(5)

To administer the Institute until Pakistani counterparts were
selected, trained and ab l e to assume the administrative,
teaching and research duties and services.

Responsibilities to accomplish the aforementioned tasks were divided into
two groups :

those that were primarily the responsibility of the staff on

the CSC campus, and those that were primarily the responsibility of the field
staff of U. S . specialists assigned to East Pakistan .
The Co l orado State College staff of the Pakistan project consisted of
the President of the College, The Campus Coordinator, an accountant, and a
secretary-typist.

These persons were assisted by the college's librarian,

controller, dean of the graduate school, heads of academic departments, and
the deans of student affairs.

The major stateside responsibility f or the

project rested with the campus coordinator.

Responsibilities of the CSC

campus staff included the selection a nd orientation of the s pecialists to
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be sent to Pakistan and their travel arrangements, the t raining of t he
participants sent to the U. S . , the selection, purcha se, and shipping of the
equipment and other commodities necessary for the development of the Institute,
and liaison with the Washington officers of the Agency fo r International
Development.
The role of the oversea s field staff included teaching classes; conducting
research, administering the program; liaison with University of Dacca and
Government of East Pakistan authorities, officers, and fac ulty; developing
instructional materials; assisting in the selection of participant trainees
for . study abroad; sponsoring and examining the research projects and
dissertations of those participants who returned to Dacca to comp l ete their
do ctoral studies; deve loping appropriate courses for t he master ' s and
doctor's degrees in education; planning, des igning and procuring suitable
facilities, furniture, fixtures, equipment and supplies to be purchased
locally; welding together an industrious , alert, efficient, knowledgeable
and skilled staff of teac he rs and department heads , officers and administrator s among the participant trainees; establishing active, capable service
centers fo r research, guidance, educational planning 1 and in-service training
functions of the I .E .R.; promoting student activities and students government;
and establishing a l aboratory s chool for kindergarten through c las s ten for
both boys a nd gir l s .
Re cruitment and selection of personnel for the overseas staff followed
two premises .

First, at least two members of the overseas staff at all times

were experienced teachers holding tenure on the Colorado State College campus .
Secondly, experienced teachers from other colleges of education were recruited
to insure the widest r epresentation of tenable philosophies and practices of
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education in order that t he Pakistani s t aff might have the opportunity to
select for themselves whatever might enrich or improve the educational
philosophy and practices of Pakistan ' s own culture .
In all, twenty-four U.S. specialists were assigned duties at the Institute
for period s ranging from one to five years each.
were also provided .

Four short-term consultants

Four official visits were made by the presidents of

the college, and three visits were made by Trustees of the State Colleges
of Colorado as officia l representatives of the president.

The names, assign-

ments, and terms of service of the specialists, consultants, and official
visitors are as follows :
TABIE II
COLORADO STATE COLLEGE SPECIALISTS,
CONSULTANTS, AND OFFICIAL VISITORS
Name

Assignment

Term

Recruited from

Dr. Wm . R. Ross

President's
visit

1/60-2/60

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Dr . Gaylord D.
Morrison

Chief,-of-Pa rty

1/60-5/62

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Dr. Allan R. Elliott

Ed. Psych &
Guid. Research

6/60-8/64

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Dr. John F . Stephens

Educ . Research

6/60-5/62

Black Hills Teachers'
College, No. Dakota

Dr . J . Gilbert
Hause

Coordinator ' s
visit

1/61-2/61

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Dr. Everett Van
Maanen

El em. Educ.

6/61-6/63

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Dr. Allen Kavanaugh

Sec. Ed.

6/61-6/63

Vernon, Texas

Mr . Stanley Wills

Curriculum

6/61- 7/63

Colorado State
College, Colorado
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TABLE II (Continued)
Name

Assignment

Term

Dr . Wm. R. Ross

President' s
visit

11/61-12/61

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Dr . Burton L . Kline

Chief-of-Party

5/62-8/64

Chadron State
College, Nebraska

Dr . Kenneth W.
Findley

Ed. Research

8/62-1/66

Chadron State
Col l ege, Nebraska

Dr . Sam F . Gates

Consu lt ant

1/63-3/63

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Dr . Paul J . Wisch

Ed. Admin .

5/63-5/65

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Mr s. Le lloine
Gunning

Primary Ed.

6/63 - 6/65

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Dr . Wm . R. Ross

President I s
visit

4/64

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Dr . Elizabeth
Jacobson

Instr . Materials

6/64-6/66

Chadron State
College, Nebraska

Dr . Edgar E . Fielder

Curriculum

7/64-7/68

Derby, Kansas

Dr . James P . Curti s

Ed . Admin .

7/64-7/66

Drake University,
Des Moines, Iowa

Dr . Larry Tangeman

Sec . Ed.

7/64 - 7/66

Chadron State
College, Nebraska

Dr . J . Gilbert
Ha use

Chief-of -Party

8/64-7/66

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Dr . Jack Shaw

Ed. Psych .
Chief-of-Party

9/64-7/66
7/66-8/69

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Mr . Otis Cof fey

Bus . Educ.

7/64-12/67

Texas A & M, Texas

Dr . Grant Vest

Official visit

6/65-7/65

Trustees, Colorado
State College

Dr . William R. Erwin

Consultant

9/65

Colorado State
College, Co l orado
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Recruited from

TABLE II (Continued)
Name

Assignment

Term

Recruited from

Dr. Edward J. Ke lly

Consultant

3/66-4/66

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Dr . Russell B.
Peckens

Ed . Psych.

9/66-8/68

Texas Women's
University, Texas

Dr. Arthur L.
Anderson

Elem. Ed .

10/66-8/68

Colorado State
College, Colorado

Dr. Robert W.
Schmeding

Ed . Research

10 /66 -7/69

Bd . of Parish Ed.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Dr . Willard F. Reese

Science Ed .

10/66-8/68

Universi t y of
Alberta , Canada

Dr . Quain K. Jahrman

Industrial Arts

10 /66 -6/69

Central Connecticut
State Col le ge, Conn.

Dr . Fred A.
Rietbrock

Ed. Admin.

12/66-8/68

Central Missouri
St. Univ . , Mo .

Mr. Robert Bart ley

Official visit

1/67-2/67

Trustees, Colorado
State College

Dr . Darrell Ho lmes

President's
vi sit

1/68-2/68

Colorado State
Coll ege, Colorado

Dr . Maynard N.
Stamper

Science Ed .

6/68-6/69

Colorado State
College, Co l orado

Mr. Philip Lorton

Official visit

2/69

Trustees, Colorado
State College

Dr . Robert W.
Schmeding

Consultant

10/69

Harvard University

Dr . Darrell Holmes

President ' s
visit

12/69

Colorado State
College, Colorado

In addition to their regular assigned duties , the American specia lists
we r e also active in community work while in Dacca .

Many participated as

speakers at seminars, conferences and meetings of social and cultura l
associations .

Some were active in the administration of the Dacca American
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Society School .

Others held leadership positions in church organizations,

and others were active sponsors and coaches of community team sports or
participants in community drama groups.

Furthermore, the wives of the

specialists were prominent leaders and workers in the community .

Eight

served as teachers or librarians at the Dacca American Society School, two
taught i n the nursing classes at Holy Family Hospital, f our performed
clerical services at the ho spita l , five taught Sunday school classes, three
belonged to church serving groups, four were active in women ' s volunteer
associations for support of Pakistani women ' s work and activities, three
were l eaders in scout groups, and two were active in theatrical and musical
organ ization s .
The chart depicted in Figure 1 shows the pattern of field staff assignments and development of the institute programs .

Selection for a nd timing

of the advanced training of the Pakist a ni participants were correlated
with the Institute ' s developing ins tructiona l program so that the trainees
were back on duty as major development s in their areas were initiated .
The chart reflects delays in arrival of specialists ca used by the
slow-moving process of the clearances of nominations .

Normally, the process

for nomination too k fo ur months but, because of changes in USAID, GOEP and
GOP administrative procedures or personnel, delays in a few cases lasted as
long as seven months .

Nevertheless, in spite of the frustr ations caused

by delays, appointees arrived in Da cca in remarkably good spirits and attende d to the problems at hand in their fie l ds of specialization with both vigor
a nd zeal.
Colorado State College through i ts cont ract with USAID paid the sa l aries
and overseas allowances of the specialists, provided for group health
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insurance and retirement contributions, and paid storage charges on household goods which consultants wished to keep in the U. S.A., provided for
travel to and from Dacca for the specialists and their families, and for
the transportation of household and personal effects .
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FIGURE I
SPECIALIST ASSIGNMENTS AND INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT FROM JANUARY OF 1960 TO JUNE OF 1969

Assignment

1960

Chief - of - Party

196 1

1962

Morriso,

Educ. Psych.

1963

1964

Kline

1967

-

Seconda r y Educ .

- Kav, naugh

"-

Van Ma ane :t

1969

Pe ckens

Fi nd lley

Primar y Ed uc .

1968
Sh aw

Shaw

S tephens

Instr. Materia l s

1966

Hause

Elliot t

Educ . Resea rch

1 965

Schmed ing
.

,.;unn1.ng
rra n ge ma n

Wills

-

Jacob s o n

Educ. Admin .

Wisch
Curtis

Curriculum

- Anderso"

--

-

Ri etb r o ck

F iel de r

Business Educ.

Co f e y

Shaw

Science Educ.

Re ese

-

Industrial Arts

- Stampe r
-Jahrman

Number of
Specialists

3

6

6

7

9

10

10

9

8

4

Faculfy

.

.

.

The I.E.R. Faculty w ith CSC President Holmes
in February, 1968.

Doctoral Candidates Examination

A Doctoral Candidate is Thoroughly Examined
for Proficiency.

CHAPTER III
PART I CIPANT TRAINING AND THE STAFF OF THE INSTITUTE
One of the major functions of the project was to develop a staff of
teachers and administrators for the Institute .

From the beginning it was

recognized that the effect iveness of the Institute of Education and Research
depended on the deve l opment of a faculty who woul d possess the necessary
expertise to continue the educa tional e ndeavors of the American advi so r s
once the contract period ended.

Thus, the selection and training of the

Pakistani f a culty was considered a most important part of the pro gram. Potentia l fac ul ty members were selected by a " se l ection board" i n ac cordance with
the Universi ty's customary procedures for staff recruitment .
The first two Pakis t ani educators selected for the Institute's faculty
for its initia l year of operation, 1960-61, were Mr. S . N.A. Zulfagar Ali
a nd Mr . S .M. Aij az .

Mr . Ali was appointed a reade r , and Mr . Aijaz was

appointed an instructor .

Plans were made to se lect fo r fur t her training the

most outs t anding student s of the Insti tute ' s first class of thirty-three
s tudents once t hey completed their master's degree programs ,

Of the twenty-

two graduates of the first gr aduat ing class, e i ght were e ventual l y selected
for appoi ntment to the fac ul ty .
In addition to recruiting fac ulty ou t right a nd se l ecting outstand ing
gr aduates, poten tia l Pakistan i e ducational leaders we r e sought for advanced
gr a duate studies at Colorado State Co llege.

Selection of qualified parti -

c ipant s was a difficu l t a nd t ime co nsuming task .

The first four participants

selected for adva nced training at Colorado State Co llege were Messrs .
M.K. Ali, M.A. Jabbar, A.K. Na jmi, and Md . Se lim .

Their respective areas

of s tudy were psychology, secondary education, prima ry education, and
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edcuational administration.

Eventually a total of forty-six pers ons with

teaching experience, a master's degree, and vi sion for the future of
Pakistani educa tion were se lected by the Selection Board for advanced studies
in various s pec ialties needed .

These persons became the participants in the

USAID/University of Dacca partic ipant training program at Colorado State
College for pe riods ranging from twelve months to thirty-six mont hs.

In

addition to these selectees, the USAID Tr a ining Office invited the Director
of Public Instruct ion to nominate t e n persons from the Education Service for
similar training .

Of the total of fifty-six pe rson s selected for advanced

s tudie s abroad, e l even were given the opportunity of one year's training
for master ' s degrees, one fo r a specialist degree, and fort y- four were
granted two or more years of t raining for docto r' s degrees .
A special feature of the partici pant's doctor al program was the requirement that the participant do his resea rch on a Pakistani problem .
This in most case s required the r esearch a nd di ssertat i on to be completed
in Pakistan after completion of course work a nd examinations at Colorado
State Co llege.

The American specialists at the Inst itute be came the sponsors

or advisers of the pa r tic ipants .

Thus, the American advisers and Pakistani

facu l ty who had completed t he doctoral degrees composed the membership of
the examining committee for a participant's research and dissertation.
The disse rtation and examining committee's report were then filed with
Colorado State College a nd, if approved by the co llege ' s School of Graduat e
Studies, the participan t was e ligi b l e for con ferment of t he do ctoral degree
in absent i a.
The r eturn to Dacca to do the research and write the dissertation
presented difficu lt ies for the participant.
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The resumption of his place

within his family demanded hi s time .
quire d much adjustment.

An absence of two years or more re-

He was also required to assume at least part - time

duties in hi s teaching or staff position.

Such constraints made the tasks

of resea r ch and writing all the more di ffi cu lt .
In carrying out the research, major di ff iculties we r e often caused by
the reticence, fea r , a nd di s trust t hat many of the educators of ~he pro vince showed when reques ted to pe rmit re sea rch to be done or when they were
asked to participate in the re sea rch .

Since much of t he ed ucational research

that needed to be done was of a social science nature a nd involved opinions,
the obtaining of permission to use an opinionnaire was frequently very
difficult because those with the authority to gr ant such reque sts were
fea rful t hat uncomplimentary r esult s might be found.
Gain s, however, did accrue f rom the requ irement of researching
Pakistani problems and participants learned that difficulties could be
surmounte d.

In time, Pakistani educa tors began to have less fear of

educationa l research .

The c limate within the province with regard to re-

sea r ch began to improve con side rably .

An important contribution of t he

participants' resea r ch efforts has bee n the deve lopment within the province
of East Pakistan of a readine ss and willingness by educators to participate
in large comprehensive research projects on educational problems.

The

research done has produced a body of know ledge on educational problems in
East Pakistan which is current ly be ing brought together in one publica tion
for di ssemination among educator s as a compendium entitled '~ducational
Research for East Pakistan . "
Another gain that has been achieved through the requirement of doing
one ' s research in the f i e ld has been the training received by many of the
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participants after completing their degrees when they were invited to serve
on the examining committees for later returnees.

This has assured the

Institute of Education and Research of a nucleus of well-qualified personnel
for conducting doctoral examinations and research projects at the Inst itute .
Participation training is in its final stages.

Of the fifty -six

participants selected for training, forty-five have completed all requirements pertaining to the degree for which they were selected.

Ten participants

have earned Master of Arts degrees, one has earned a Spe c ialist of
Education degree, and thirty - four have earned either Doctor of Education
or Doctor of Philosophy degrees .

Two participants were returned to

Pakistan for medical reasons; one received no degree, and the other completed
a Master of Arts degree but could not go on for the Doctor of Education
degree .

Of the remaining ten persons, six are completing their research

in East Pakistan and four are not progressing satisfactorily .

One of the

fifty-six participants who have completed their training in the United States
has failed to return to Pakistan .

In regard to the seven who have re -

•

search in progress in East Pakistan, three are in the final writing stage
of their dissertation, two are collecting data on an approved proje c t,
and two are preparing a proposal of research for approval by the examining
committee .
The academic accomplishments and status of the fifty-six participant s
who pursued graduate studies on the campus of Colorado Sta te College are
reported in Table III .

In summary, forty earned doctor's degrees, of whom

seven also earned a mas ter's degree; one earned an Education Specialist and
an M.A. degree; ten earned M.A. degrees; four completed coursework f or the
Ed . D. degree but have failed so far to do the ne cessary research and write
the dissertation; and one returned to Pa kistan due to illness before completing
any coursework .
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TABLE III
ACADEMIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PRESENT POSITIONS OF FIFTY-SIX PARTICIPANTS SENT
TO COLORADO STATE COLLEGE FOR GRADUATE STUDY

Name

Dates of Study

Degrees Earned

Present Position

Dr . M. Khurshed Ali

9/60-12/62

Ed . D. in Psychology and
Guidance

Registrar, University of
Dacca

Mr . Abdul Jabbar

9/60-8/61

M.A. in Secondary Education

Dy. Ed .Adv . , Central
Ministry of Education,
Islamabad

Dr. A. K. Majmi

9/60-12/62

Ed . D. in Elementary
Education

Did not return to Pakistan

Dr . Md . Selim

9/60-12/62

Ed . D. in Educational
Administration

Professor and Director,
Institute of Education
and Research

Dr . S . M. Aijaz

6/61-6/63

Ed . D. in Psychology and
Guidance

Psychologist, Central Publ ic
Service Conunission

Dr . Md . Basharat Ali

9/61 - 6/63

Ed . D. in Mathematics
Education

Reader and Chairman of
Dept . of Secondary Educa tion, Institute of Educa tion and Research

Dr. Md . Shamsul Haque

9/ 61- 8/63

Ed . D. in Eng lish Education
and Speech

Reader, Institute of
Education and Research

Mr . Shahabuddin Kha n

9/ 61-3 / 63

M.A. in Industrial Arts

Reader and Chairman of
Dept . of Industrial and
Fine Arts, Institute of
Education and Research

Mrs . Shafiqua Ha q

1/ 62 - 12 / 62

M.A. and Ed . S . in Psyc hology

Professor, Eden Girls'
College, Dacca

N
(X)

and Guidance

TABLE III (CONTINUED)
ACADEMIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PRESENT POSITIONS OF FIFTY-SIX PARTICIPANTS SENT
TO COLORADO STATE COLLEGE FOR GRADUATE STUDY

Name

N

'°

Degrees Ea rned

Dates of Study

Present Posi t ion

Mr. Hafizullah Khan

1/ 62 -3/62

*

Mr . A.K . M. Abdun Nur

1/62 -6/63

M. A . in Library Science

Libra rian, E. Pakistan
Agricultural University

Mr . Syed Ahmed

9/62 -8/63

M.A . in Psychology and
Guidance

Vice - Principal, Dacca
Teac hers Training College

Mr . Randhir Barua

9 /62 -8/63

M.A. in Psycho l ogy and
Guidance

Professor, Ra jshahi
Teachers Training Co llege

Dr. George M. Baroya

9/62 - 8/64

Ed . D. i n Psychology and
Guidance

Senior Lecturer, Institute
of Educa tion and Research

Dr. Shamin M. Hashmi

9/62-6/64

Ed.D . in Psychology and
Guidance

Senior Le cturer, I nst itute
of Education and Research

Mr. Qazi N. Huque

9/62-3/64

-kl<

Principal, Government
Residentia l School,
Dacca

Dr . A. H,Md. Karim

9/62-3/64

Ed . D. in Educationa l
Administration

Documentation Officer ,
East Pakistan
Directora te of Public
Instruction

Mr . Md . Muslimuddin

9/ 62-3 / 63

M. A . in Psychology and

Guidance
Dr . Syed A . Rahman

9/62-9/64

Ed .D . in Social Studies
Education

Senior Lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

TABLE III (CONTINUED)
ACADEMIC ACCOMPLI SHMENTS AND PRESENT POSITIONS OF FIFTY-SIX PARTICIPANTS SENT
TO COLORADO STATE COLLEGE FOR GRADUATE STUDY

Name

w
0

Dates of Study

Degrees Earned

M.A. in Psychology and
Guidance and Ph . D. in
Educat ional Research

Present Posit ion

Dr . Mazharul Haque

9/62 - 9/ 65

Mr. Md . Hussa i n

9 /62 -4/65

Dr . Shakila L . Naq vi

9 / 62-10 / 65

M. A. in Psycho l ogy and
Guidance and Ph . D. in
Educa tional Research

Senior Lecturer) Institute
of Education and Re search

Dr. Anis A. Quidwai

9/62 - 12 / 64

M.A. and Ed . D. in
Psychology and Guidance

Reader and Admissions Supervisor) Institute of
Education and Research

Dr . Md . Oba i dur Rahman

9/62-9/ 65

M.A. in Fine Arts and Ed . D.
in Secondary Education

Senior Lecture r ) Institute
of Education and Research

Dr . Md . Haf i zuddin Shaikh

9/62 -6 /65

M.A. and Ed . D. in Primary
Education

Senio r Lecturer, Institute
of Education and Rese arch

Dr . Is hrat (Ahmed) Mustafa

9/63 - 11/65

M.A. and Ed.D . in Primary
Educa tion

Dr . Shamin Ibrahim

9/63 - 10 /6 5

M. A . and Ed . D. i n Psychology
and Guidance

Psychologist) Board of
Intermediate and Secondary Educa tion,
Karachi

Mr . Md . Nur ul Islam

9/63-6 /65

**

Profe ssor , East Pakistan
Education Extension Cente r

Reader and ChairmanJ Dept.
of Resear ch) Institute of
Educat ion and Research
Profes sorJ Camilla Teacher
Training Co llege

TABLE III (CONTINUED)
ACADEMIC ACCOMPLlSHMENTS AND PRESENT ~OSITlONS OF FlFTY- SIX PARTIGlPANTS SENT
TO COLORADO STATE COLLEGE FOR GRADUATE STUDY

Name

Daces of Study

Degrees Earned

Present Position

Dr . Halitru:1 Khatun

9/ 63-9 / 65

Ed . D. in Primary Education

Senior Lecturer, I ns titute
of Education and Research

Dr. A. H. M. Abdul Latif

9/63-9 / 65

Ed.D . in Secondary Education

Senior lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

Ur . Zainab Tasneem

9/ 63 - 6 / 65

Ed . D. in Special Education

Senior Lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

Dr . Manzoo r Ahmed

9/64-9/66

Ed . D. in Educa tional
Administration

Research Specialist, Control
Ministry of Education ,
Is lamabad

Dr . Ashraf Ali

9/64-5 / 67

Ed . D. in Business Education

Senior lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

Mrs. Susmita Anwar

9/64-11 / 65

M.A . in Primary Education

Senior lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

Dr. Md. Habibullah

9/64-9 / 66

Ed . D. in Educational
Administration

Senior lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

Dr. Md . Noorul Huq

9 / 64- 3/ 67

Ed . D. in Social Studies
Education

Director of Guidance,
University of Dacca

Mr . A. F .F. Majid

9 / 64-7 / 6 7

M.A. in Library Science

Librarian, Institute
of Education and Research

Dr. Md . S . Ali Shaikh

9/ 64· 7/ 67

Ed D. in Sc ience Education

Senior Lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

Mr. Syed S . Sabir

1/65 -3 /67

**

Senior Lecturer , Institute
of Education and Research

(.,.)
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ACADEMIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PRESENT POSITIONS OF FIFTY-SIX PARTICIPANTS SENT
TO COLORADO STATE COLLEGE FOR GRADUATE STUDY

N<.:1me

Dates of Study

Degrees Earned

Present Position

Dr . Saleh Ahmed

1/65-6/66

Ed.D . in Mathematics
Education

Principal, Junior Training
College, Mymensingh

Dr . Akhtar Ahmed

1/65-2/67

Ed . D. in Educational
Administration

Senior lecturer, Inst itute
of Education and Research

Dr . M. Azhar Ali

1/66-2/68

Ed.D . in Primary Education

Senior Lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

Dr . M. Sadat Ali

1/66- 3/68

Ed . D. in Business Education

Senior Lecturer and Chairman, Dept . of Business
Education, Institute of
Education and Research

Dr . Kamrunnessa Begum

1/66-1/68

Ed.D . in Primary Education

Senior Lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

Dr . N. N. Fyzennessa

1/66-1/ 68

Ed.D. in Primary Education

Principal, I . E.R. Laboratory
School

Mr. M. Afazuddin Bhuiya

1/66-1/68

M.A . in Library Science

Librarian, Institute of
Business Administration,
University of Dacca

Dr . Serajul H. Khan

1/66-1/68

Ed . D. in Educationa l
Administration

Senior Lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

Dr . Sharifa Khatun

1/66 -1 /68

Ed . D. in Secondary
Education

Senior Lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

Dr . B. Wajihur Rahman

1/66-8/68

Ed . D. 1n Language Arts
Education

Senior Lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

\.;.)
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ACADEMIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PRESENT POSITIONS OF FIFTY-SIX PARTICIPANTS SENT
TO COLORADO STATE COLLEGE FOR GRADUATE STUDY

Name

Da tes of Study

Degrees Earned

Present Position

Dr . Badrul Mi l l~t

1/ 66-1/ 68

Ed . D. in Social Studies
Education

Senior Lecturer, Institute
of Education and Resea r ch

Mr . Md . Ma kbul Hoss a in

1/ 66-6 / 67

M.A. in Mathematics

Teacher, St. Flaccid Schoo l,
Chittagong

Dr. Md. Abul Kalam

1/66-10/68

Ed . D. in Science Education

Senior Lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

Dr . N.A.M . Faizul Mohee

1 /66- 10/68

Ed . D. in Industrial Arts
Education

Senior Lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

Dr . Khondker M. Rohman

1/67- 10/ 69

Ed . D. in Language Arts
Education

Senior Lecturer, Institute
of Education and Research

Dr. A. Obaidul Huque

1/6 7- 4 / 68

Ed . D. in Science Education

Senior Lecturer, Ins titute
of Education and Research

Dr . Abu T . Miah

12 / 67 -12/69

Ed . D. in Bus ines s Education

Senior Lecturer, Ins titute
of Education and Research

*

**

Returned to Pakistan for health reasons
Completed all course work and comprehensive examination
but has not undertaken the research and dissertation

The range and scope of the educational research completed by the forty participants who earned the
doctoral degree are shown by the following list of dissertations :
TABLE IV
RESEARCH TOPICS OF FORTY P.ARTlClPANTS WHO SUCCESSFUU.Y COMPIETED THE DOCTOR.ATE DEGREE

Name

w

Topic

1.

Ahmed, Akhtar

A Comparacive Study of the Expected and Actual Roles of the
Thana Education Officer in East Pakistan

2.

Ahmed, Manzoor

An Estimate of Educational Req uirements Determined by
Manpower Needs for Economic Deve l opment in Pakistan

3.

AhmedJ Saleh

A Comparative Study of the Changes in the Foundations and
Fundamental Concepts of the Euc l ide an Plane Geometry

4.

Aijaz, Saiy id

Predictive Va l idity of the Three Versions of the Verbal
Reasoning and the Numerical Ability Subtests of the
Differential Aptitude Tests for East Pakistan

5.

Ali, Md. Ashraf

A Descriptive Study of the Government Commercia l
Institutes of East Pakistan

6.

Ali, Md . Ashar

Post-Independence Deve l opment of Prima r y Education
in East Pakistan

7.

Ali, Md . Basha rat

The Feasibility of Using Trans l ated and Adapted Versions
of an American Made Mathematics Achievement Test in East
Pakistan

8.

Ali, Md . Khurshed

Use of Guidance Services in the Education System of Pakistan

9.

Ali, Md . Sadat

Identification of Problems in Implementing the Existing
Corrnnerce Curriculum Under the Board of Intermediate and
Secondary Education, Dacca, East Pakistan

Baroya, George M.

Reliability, Validity, and Comparability of Forms Land M
of the Verbal Reasoning and the Numerical Ability Subtests
of the Di fferential Aptitude Tests for Use in East Pakistan

~

10 .

TABLE TV (CONTINUED)
RESEARCH TOPICS OF FORTY PARTICIPANTS WHO SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THE DOCTORATE DEGREE

Name
1::..

Begum; Kamrunnessa

The Construction of Objective Ach i evement Tests in Arithmetic
for Classes One Through Five in Bengali Midd le Schools in
Dacca, East Pakistan

12 ,

Fyzennessa, Noorun Nahar

A Study t o Decermine the Soc i a l Studies Concepts for Primary
School Childre n in East Pakistan

13 .

Habibullah, Mohammad

A Plan for the Certification of Elementary and Secondary
Schoo l Teac hers of East Pakistan

14.

Haque, Mazharul

Development of an Individual Performance Scale of Intelligence
fo r Children of East Pakistan of 5 to 11 Years of Age

15.

Haque, Md. Shamsul

Construction of an Ob jective English Spelling Test fo r East
Pakistan Secondary Schools

16.

Hashmi, Shamin

The Effect of Previous Acade mic Achievement on the Performance
of Fir st Year College Students of East Pakistan on the Ve rbal
Reasoning and the Numerical Ability Subtest s of the Differential
Aptitude Tes ts

17.

Huq, Md. Noorul

An Application of the United States Techniques and Practices
by the Secondary Schoo ls i n East Pakistan to Achieve Some
of the Social Studies Ob ject ives Common to Both Cultures

18 .

Huq ue, Abu 0 .

An Investigation Into the Implementation of the Hi gher
Secondary Physics Curriculum a nd Students' Failure in the
Colleges Under the Cami l la Board, East Pakistan

19 .

Ibrah_im, Shamin

The Construction of a Non- Verba l Group Test of Intell i gence
for Elementary School Chi ldren of East Pakistan

20

Kalam, Md. Abul

Developing a Strategy for an Effective Scie nce Program in
East Pakistan

\.,)

V,

Topic

TABLE IV (CONTINUED)
RESEARCH TOPICS OF FORTY PARTICIPANTS WHO SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THE DOCTORATE DEGREE

Name

Topic

21.

Karim, Md . Abul

A Comparative Study of Government and Private High Schools in
the City of Dacca in Terms of Instructional Expenditures and
Secondary School Certificate Examina tion Results

22.

Kh~n, Serajul Haque

The Development of Se condary Education in East Pakistan

23 .

Khatun, Halima

Development of a Series of Supplementary Reading Materials
in Bengali With Controlled Vo cabulary for the Children of
Classes I and II of the Primary Schools of East Pakistan

24.

Kha tun, Shari fa

Factors Influencing the Selection of Diversified Elec tive
Courses in High Schools of East Pakistan

2 5.

Latif, A. H. Abdul

Trends in Secondary Education Curricu lum Development in
East Pakistan

26.

Miah, Abu Taher

Selected Aspects of the Commercial Institute Curriculum
in Relation to Business Needs in East Pakistan

2 7.

Mil1.at, Badrul

A Proposa l fo r the Rational Planning for Future Change s

(.,)

CJ'

of Curriculum and Instruction in Social Studies for Pakistan

28.

Mohee, N .A . M. Faizul

A Program of lndustrial Arts Education for the Schools of Pakistan

29.

Mustafa, Ishrat

An Investigation of the Curriculum of the Primary Tra i ning
Institutes of East Pakistan

30

Najmi, M.A.K .

Comparison of Greeley ' s Spanish-American and Anglo-White
Elementary School Chi l dren's Responses to Instruments
Designed to Measure Self-Concepts

31 .

Naqvi, Shakila L .

Construction and Intitial Va lidat ion of a Vocationa l
Interest Inventory for Use in Pakistan

TABLE IV (CONTINUED)
RESEARCH TOPICS OF FORTY PARTICIPANTS WHO SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THE DOCTORATE DEGREE

Topic

32 .

Quidwai, Anis

Evaluation of Criteria for Selection of Students in the
Master of Education Degree Program at the Institute of
Education and Research

33 .

Rahman, Binito W.

American Techniques of Teaching English as a Second
Language and Their Application for the Schools of East
Pakistan

34 .

Rahman, Obaidur M.

Effectiveness of Three Methods of Teaching Social Studies
in Classes IV, V, and VI in the Schools of East Pakistan

35 .

Rahman, Syed

An Investigat ion of the Extent and Causes of Dropout in
Classes VII Through X of the Secondary Schools of Dacca,
East Pakistan During 1965

36 .

Rohman, Khondker M.

An Inquiry Into the Problems of Creativity in the System
of Education in Pakistan

37 .

Selim, Moharranad

Reactions of Pakistani Students Studying in the U. S . Towards
the System of Education in Selected Co lleges and Universities

38 .

Shaikh , Md . Hafizuddin

A Study to Develop a Power Test on Reading Comprehension

~
~

in Bengali for Classes III, IV, and V
39 .

Shaikh, Md. Shahadot Ali

Relative Effectiveness of the Physical Science Study
Committee and the Traditional Physics Courses in Grades XI
and XII in Colorado and a Comparison of Results Obtained
in Colorado With Those Obtained in Dacca

40 .

Tasne em, Zainab

Construction of a Group Mental Ability Test for Grades IV,
V, and VI of Dacca English Medium Schools

/

Of the forty-six participants sent to Colorado State College for
participant training by the Institute of Education and Research, thirtyfive are presently on t he staff of the Ins t itut e, ten were released for
transfer to other educational and civil service positions, and one failed
to r e turn to Pakistan .

In addition to the participant training program,

the Institute ' s own degree programs were a source for recruiting teaching
and researc h staff .

The training, de gree statu s, and rank of the Institute's

present professional staff are repor ted in the fo llow ing tab l es .

TABLE V
TRAINING BACKGROUND OF THE INST ITUTE'S PROFESSIONAL STAFF
AS OF DECEMBER, 1969
Positions

Institute of
Education and
Research

United States

Administrators

2

Researchers

2

5

30

8

Teachers
Librarians

Tota ls

Other

Total

9
l

1

13

35

38

10

58

TABLE VI
DEGREE STATUS AND RANK OF THE INSTITUTE ' S PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Rank

Degree Status
Doctorate

Professor

1

Readers

6

Master

Bachelo-r

Total
1

1

7

1

1

3

29

Assistant Lib-rarian

1

1

Lecturers and Senior Teachers

5

5

Research Associates

5

5

Junior Teachers

5

4

9

21.

4

58

Librarian
Senior Lecturers

26

Totals

33

.
In summary, the present professional staff of the Institute of Education
and Resea rch a nd its Laboratory School compn.ses a highly qualified body of
educational specialists capa ble of fulfilling the highest goa l s of t eac her education, educa tiona l research, and educational service .
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Classes for the M.Ed. Students

A Woodworking Class in the Dept. of Industri al Arts,
Crafts and Fine Arts.

A Small Class in School Administration.

Students in a Biology Class.

A Typewriting Class in the Department of Business
Education.

CHAPTER IV
THE I.E.R. PROGRAMS OF STUDIES, RESEARCH AND SERVICE
Improvement of the East Pakistani educational system through formal
degree instruction, in-service training, research, service programs and
the dissemination of information provides the focus for the Institute o f
Education and Research .

This chapter pertains to the Institute's many

diversified programs .
Degree Programs
In accordance with the objectives of the Institute, various degree
programs have been developed.

At the present time there are programs at

the Bachelor of Science, Master of Education, and Doctor of Education
levels .

All are considered to be professional degrees in preparation for

teaching, administration, or counseling positions in primary education,
secondary educa tion, higher education, teacher education, or i n the
education directorate
The Bachelor of Science degree is offered only at the present time in
the subject of Industrial Arts .

This program is a cooperative venture

between the Faculty of Science of the University of Da cca and the Insti t ute.
These students in this program are officia lly registered in the Faculty of
Science where they study the subjects of physics and mathematics .

The

third area of their program-- Industrial Arts-- is studies at the Institu te .
The objective of this program is the prepara tion of high schoo l teachers
of Industrial Arts who can also teach high school science .

The program

began in 1967 and the first graduates will take their final examinations in
July of 1969 .

The Industrial Arts taught in this program include technical
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drawing, woodworking, metal working, electricity and crafts .

Th is parti-

cular degree program was institute d at the request of the Director of
Public Instruction who plans t o employ the graduates as Industrial Arts
and Science teachers in the government multilateral high schools of the
province .
The Master of Education degree i s offered i n both one-year and twoyear programs .

In the one-year Maste r of Education program, students

enrolled are experie nced teachers who hold a Bache l or of Education degree
from a Teachers ' Training College .

This was t he fi r st program to be offered

by the Institute and dates back to 1960 .

Today, t he one-year Master of

Education program is offered in four fields of advanced studies :

primary

education, second ary education, educat ional administration, and educational
psychology and guida nce .

The graduates of t hese fields are considered

to be specia l ists and a r c prepared to assume positions requiring specialized
training, e . g . , the tra ini ng of primary teachers at a teacher training
institute ,

The chief stre ngth of a graduate of t he one-year Master of

Education program is that his training has been based on his background of
teac hing experience fol l owing his graduation f rom the Teachers ' Tra ining
College .
The two-ye ar Master of Education pro gram was i n stituted in 1964 and is
intend ed mainly co train teachers i n very specialized fields , such as
Industrial Arts _, Crafts and Fine Arts; Business Education; Mathematics
Education; Science Education i nc luding Physics, Chemistry a nd Biol ogy ;
English o r Bengali Education; Social Science Education; Counselor Training;
and School Administ r ation a nd Planning .

The preferred ap plicant for one of

these fie l ds of study is the person with a content degree in the field,
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for examp le , a Bachelor of Commerce or a Master of Commerce for the Business
Education field, or a Bachelor of Science or a Master of Science with mathematics for the Industrial Arts field .

In the two-year program of specialization,

attention is given to the content of the specialty as well as the methodology
a nd practice of teaching that par ticular discipline .

It is this two-year

program t hat is intended to provide a body of well-trained specialists
for the academic and vocational colleges .

It is in these areas that the

future enrollment of the Institute is expected to grow most .

This program

is planned to produce master teachers, well-versed or skilled in their
specialties, with a mastery of pedagogy for the colleges and training schools
of East Pakistan .
The Doctor of Education degree program began in 1967 and the first
graduates completed their programs in 1969.

The Doctor of Education program

was designed to produce special ists in different fields of education and it
is not a generalized program.

Each specialty is a distinct field of study .

Each student chooses a major and minor specialty, and the minor is to
support his major in terms of his vocational or job expectation afte r graduation .

The student attends doctoral l eve l classes often on an individual

or tutorial basis in both his major and minor specialties .
tions are taken each term in every class.

Writte n examina-

When the total classwork nears

completion, usually af ter approximately twen ty months of study, the student
takes both written and oral comprehensive examinations in both his specialties .
He also must ha ve prepared a proposal for research and have submitted it
to his examining commit t ee for criticism and possible approval .

If approved ,

he then begins research on an educational problem related to one of his
specialties which must make a distinct contribution to Pakistan' s body of
knowledge in that fie ld .

The results of the research are reported in a
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dissertation which must be defended befo r e and approved by his examining
committee ,

The dissertation is then submitted to an external examining

committee, of which the chairman is the student's major advisor, appointed
by the Academic Council of the University .

The report of the external

examination committee is submitted to the Academic Council. and, if it is
approved, the candidate is recommended for the degree of Doctor of Education
in his major specialty .
At the present time the Institute of Education and Research is prepared
to offer doctora l students specialization in Educational Psychology and
Guidance, Educational Administration, Educational Resea rch, Primary Education, and Secondary Education .

Supporting minor areas of specialization

are offered in Audio-Visual Education, Bengali Education, Business Education,
Educational Administration, Psychology and Guidance, Educational Research,
English Education, Mathematics Education, Sc ien ce Educati on, Seconda r y
Education, and Social Science Education.
The graduates of these doctoral programs a re expected to be prompt ly
absorbed by the educa tional and training services for posts in the various
teacher training institutions of the country, in the administrative
echelons of the directorates of education, and in the training sec t ions
of other departments and agencies of government, such as labor, industry,
defense, agriculture , utilities, welfare, and statistics .
The number of graduates in the various specialties in each de gree
program since 1960 a r e shown in Table VII .
During t he nine-year period of educational training (1960- 1969) the
Institute produced 549 graduates .
part-time students was 1,546 .

The total enro llment of f ull - time and

Of these, 360 were part-t i me students taking
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TABIE VII
NUMBER OF GRADUATES FROM 1960 THROUGH 1969
Academic Year

De~ree Pro~ram
1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

Bachelor of Science
in Industrial Arts
Master o f Education
One-Year
General
Primary Education
Secondary Education
Educ . Administration
Educational Psychology
and Guidance

12

10

13

13

29
8

29
8

4
19
26
7

1
2
19
5

11

22
38
62
164
48

6
6
26
8

4
5
15
6

1
2
12
4

0
2
8
2

4
2

0
5

1
5

3
7

21
7
4
6

2
7
4
4
30
27
8
5

11

25
1
7

'
22

-A-The expected number of graduates in 1969

60

62

56

27

62

73

69

Total

11

22

Master of Education
Two-Year
Primary Education
~
Language Arts Education
Ln
Math . or Science Education
Social Studies Education
Educatio nal Administration
Business Education
Industrial Arts, Crafts
Counseling and Guidance
Doctor of Education
Primary and Secondary Education
Psycho logy and Guidance and
Business Education
Educational Administration
and Educational Research
Educational Research and
Psychology and Guidance
Seconda ry Education and
Educational Research
Psychology a nd Guidance
and Educational Research
Psychology and Guidance
and Secondary Education
TOTALS

1969*

7
19
4
4
65
66
13

18
1

1
2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

118*

549

evening c la sses and not intending to complete a degree program .

Of the

1,186 students registered as fu ll-time students working toward a degree,
472 withdrew from their programs .

Reasons for withdrawal inc lude the

following :
(1)
( 2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Fa ilure in specific classes, 26.
Low grades i n classes thereby fai ling to achieve the required
overall average, 73 .
Illness in family requiring return to the family, 47 .
Illness of student, SO.
Lack of living quarter s in the University or in Da cca, 60 .
Failure to r e turn after a di s ruption of classes due to student
or civi l unrest, 38.
Failure to return after na tura l ca lamity s uch as flood or cyclone, 15 .
Lack of fi nances to be able to stay in school- -usually has a
family to support, 108.
Lack of interest i n teacher - education, 55 .

Although in one sens e withdrawals may be termed "wastage, " there is a
ce rtain gain r esulting from their attendance even for as little as three
months .

Some student s return to or enter teaching posit ion s.

Others enter-

ing other occupations do so with some enlightenment as to t he objectives,
needs, and problems of the educational system i n East Pakistan .

Furthermore,

withdrawal at ear l y stages of the program of the failing student s was a
fi nancial saving i n tha t through the term system they discovered their
unsuitability for the pro fession during their training rather than at the
time of fi na l examinations which traditionally come at the conclu sion of
study
The academic schoo l year in the degree programs operated from July 1
to June 30 and was divided into three terms of approximately 1.2 weeks each
and a summer session .

The Bachelor of Science progr am operated through the

three terms and recessed in the s umme r for a pproximately 6 weeks in May
and June .

The one-year Master of Education program operated f rom July 1 to
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May 20 approximate l y and covered three terms .

Some students in the program

extended their research and thesis writing through the summer session.

The

two-year Master of Education program operated from the beginning of Term II
in October through Term III, recessed for summer vacat ion, resumed in Term
I, II, and IIl of the next year, recessed for a second summer vacation,
and closed with Term I of the following academic year .

Students in this

program who elected with the approval of the department to undertake research and thesis writing had the advantage of having two summers to devote
to their work as well as the regular terms.

The basic reason for off-

s tep scheduling was to allow potential students time to complete their
honors and master's subject matter examinations before seeking a dmission
into teacher education .

In addition to the regular programs, the teaching

staff of the Institute used part of the University's normal surnmer vacation
for short-term sessions of seminars, conferences or workshops fo r teachers
and other personne l in education who may be able to attend in the early
surnmer months .
Students norma l l y registered for fi ve classes and were required to
attend classes regularly, prepare papers, participate in written exercises
or practical projec ts , read extensively in the library, participate in
discussions, and take quizzes, mid-term and term-end examinations .

Mis s ing

three classes in a row presented cause for official dropping of their names
from the roll .

The term and internal examination system of the Institute

is designed to pace study evenly through the school year and assist the
stude nt in unders tanding the extent of his progre ss towards the de gree sought .
Since the Institute is primarily a graduate school, study programs
required much library work as we 11. as classroom participation .
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Every effort

was made to keep the teacher's work-load within the limits recognized in
universities for graduate instruction.

Class size was limited to 20 students

and frequently additional sections were opened in order to keep the class
size betwe en 10 and 15 students per tea cher.

Frequently c las ses are offered

to one or two students on a tutoria l basis requiring the teachers to work
individually with students in areas of special interest .
In-Service Training Programs
One of the major purposes of the Institute is to provide in-service
training programs, workshops, seminars, confe rences, evening classes and
correspondence courses for teachers, administrators, counselors, and educational officers at all levels of the educational system.

To date the

Institute has undertaken workshop, seminar, and evening class programs .
Evening classes have attracted a total of 360 different teachers, many of
whom have registered seve ral times ,

Short -term workshops have had an

attendance of 244 and long -term seminars and workshops have registered
635 persons.
Short workshops of three to five days' duration for teaching staffs
of schools requesting such service have been given at Comilla, Barisal,
Jalchatra, Faridpur, Sylhet, and Dacca .

These have been held for the

teaching staffs of schools which have requested the service .

This type of

workshop has enabled a schoo l to examine and integrate modern educational
methodology into its total sc hool program.

Workshops have studied reading

programs, audio - visual aids, science educa tion, test i ng, record - keeping,
and guidance ,

Longer workshops and seminars of two to six weeks' duration

have been conducted for specialized groups of tea chers or educational workers
at the Institute.

Such groups have included prima ry school teachers,
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science teachers, headmasters, Thana Education Officers, Prim':lry Training
Institute Instructors, and schoo l counselors .
The Institute is presently at the po int where its teachers are in a
position to expand in-service programs but the lack of housing facilities
for participants makes expansion of programs very difficult .

If housing

were avai l ab l e, each departmen t of the Institute could offer a continuous
program of workshops, seminars, and conferences .
Recently the Institute, in cooperation with t he Direc torate of Public
Instruction and UNICEF , conducted two series of seminars for Thana Educat ion Officers a nd Instructors of Primary Training Institutes .

The Institute

frequently provided part-time i nstructors and lecturers for workshops and
seminars conducted by the College of Socia l Work, East Pakistan Education
Extension Center, the Management Development Center, the National Institute
of Public Administration , and the training sections of the Departments of
Agricu l ture and labor .
EduGational Research Center
Research at the Institute is carried on at four levels :

(1) student

research, (2) i ndividual faculty member ' s research, (3) departmental
research, and (4) institutional resea rch .

The Educational Re search Center

is essential l y designed to be a resea rch service center to undertake longterm or extensive research projects u suall y at the reques t of other agencies .
Request i ng agencies are expected to provide financial assiscanGe.

The

Center is designed to serve the research needs of the Department of Educa tion , the Dire ctorate of Public I nstruction, the Directorate of Technicdl
Education, the training wings of EPWAPDA and such agencies of government,
the manpower developmen t agencies, and the educationa l or training divisions
of private industry .
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Presently, the permanent staff of the Center consists of two faculty
members with Ph .D. 'sin Educational Research and Measurement, both of whom
have some teaching duties in the Department of Educational Research, three
full-time research associates with master's degrees in Educational Psychology
and Statistics, and a clerk-typist.

One faculty vacancy requiring a

doctoral degree in educational research currently exists .

The Center's

staffing formula is flexible in that as projects are undertaken, temporary
staff as needed can be hired on a short-term basis in keeping with the nature
of the project.
During 196 7-69, the Educational Research Center conducted, with the
assistance of a special grant by USAID, a comprehensive survey of the status
of "Education in East Pakistan."

Data have been gathered by questionnaire

and interview, questionnaires have been analyzed, cards punched, and the
data placed into computers .

Print-outs have been run and reports written .

It is expected this report will present an accurate picture of the status
of education in East Pakistan and wil l reveal various topics or problems
for further research .

Areas of study in the project have been the teaching

profession, consultative services for teachers, adult education, curriculum
guidance, tests and measurements, enrollment, physical facilities, and
financial considerations.

Wide distribution of the report to the educational

echelons of the province and of the central government is planned

The

project entailed 80,000 man-hours of l abor and was a community-wide cooperative effort.

Extensive assistance was rendered by the East Pakistan Bureau

of Statistics, the East Pakistan Atomic Energy Center, the Institute of
Statistical Training and Research, and the United Bank Limited in processing
the data .

The report is expected to be published in the near future .
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Curriculum Materials Laboratory Service
Early in its development the Institute initiated development of a
curriculum library of sample textbooks for primary and secondary schoo ls .
This beginning has now become a depository and laboratory .

At present the

laboratory has a comprehensive collection of Bengali and American curricuium
materials) guides) courses of study, textbooks, and children's reading
materials.

Over 5JOOO vo l umes are on hand .

Additional materials from

various countries of Southeast Asia, the Near East, and the Far East, and
from the United Kingdom, U.S . S .R .J and other European countries are
current l y being sought .
The purpose of the laboratory is to serve as a center for curriculum
study, for preparation of teachers ' guide, for source materials for textbooks, teaching aids and supp lementary materials .

Faculty members in primary

and secondary education are encouraged to center their writing activities
in the laboratory .

The curriculum service and faci l ities are available to

district) provincial and national curriculum committees, commissions and
boards .
Educational Planning Service
The Department of Educational Administration has established an
Educational Planning Service which is availab l e to schools, district boards,
and the directorates of public instruction and technical education for
educationa l planning surveys, consultative services, and financial estimation .

The service has assisted in the planning for technical insti t utes,

the Dac ca American Society School, a girls ' high school, and the University
Laboratory School .

Current l y, the service is spearheading five studies

by the Institute for the National Commission on Manpower a nd Education .
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The service a l so has completed prelimina r y ste ps for an intensive pilot
study of the educational needs of a local distri ct and ways to meet needs
in a decentra li zed fashion .
Counseling and Guidance Center
The Government of East Pakistan approved in 1963-64 a pl.an to establish
an institute of counse l ing and guidance for the province as a departmen t of
the Institu te of Educat ion and Research .

Consequent l y) the Ins t itute set

as ide fac ilitie s fo r this purpose and incorporated functions per taining to
counseling and guidance i nto its Dep artment of Educational Psychology a nd
Guidance.
A Testing a nd Guidance Center was established as an adj unct of the
departmen t.

This cente r f unctions as the Institute of Couns eling and

Guidance at t he present time .

It is staffed by two faculty members, two

resear ch associates, and a typist .

The Center u ses the services of the

depa rtment for couns elor train i ng and for coun se ling purpo ses .

The Cen ter's

efforts have been devo ted to the con struction and printing of indigenous
tests of sc hol astic apt itude , scholastic ac hievement) and vocational
interests .
The Institute of Education and Re search ha s graduated 66 counselors
with the Master of Education degree i n psychology) counseling and guidance .
These people are employed in strategic schoo l s a nd coll eges .

Furthermore ,

the Ins titute participant tr a ining program provided counse l or training in
the United States to seven participants who are now teaching in Teachers'
Tra ining Colleges or other government colleges .
Wi th the con stitution in 1969 of the East Pakistan Council for Counseling and Guidance and the Executive Committee thereof to be the governing
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body of the Counse ling and Guidance Inst itute, it is expected that the
promotion of guidance in t he schoo l s and coll eges of East Pakistan will
be stressed, the production of guidance i nstruments and vocational literature wilJ. incr ease, and the traini ng and employment of counselors wilJ.
expand .

Hopefully, the I nstitu te will become a full - fledged service center,

offering testing, guidance, and materials services to schools and col leges,
as well as training counse lors with the cooperation of the Department of
Educational Psychology a nd Guidance .
Publication s
From 1961 to the pre sent, the Institute has pub l ished Teache r s' World,
a journal of education and research.

volume is composed of three issues, autumn, wint e r, spring.

The journal

reports timely articles on education and educational reserach.

From

time to time, a whole issue will be devoted to articles on a particularly
important topic such as the issue on programmed instruction .

The circula-

tion of the latest issue wa s 1,000 copies.
Other publications of the Institute of Education a nd Re search have been
Proven Practices i n Education , A Handbook for Schools , A Manual for
Cumulative Records, and A Child ' s Illustrated Primer .

Education in Pakistan :

A Book of Readings and Educationa l Research for Pakistan : A Compendium of
Doctoral Dissertations are presently being published .

t

I

At the present time, the annual
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CHAPTER V
THE FACILlTIES OF THE INSTITtrrE OF EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
At the time the Institute of Education and Research was planned in
1960 the University of Dacca was contemplating moving its campus to a
suburban area of Dacca .

Consequent l y it was decided to postpone planning

for permanent facilities unt il the determination of site was concluded.
A tin shed costing Rs. 27,000 was const ructed to house the embryo
institute as it began to function in July, 1960 .

The building was large

enough to accormnodate the first c l ass of thirty-three students and minimal
office space for the staff--three American specialists, two Pakistani
educators, and nine clerica l assistants.
By July, 1961, the temporary shed was too sma ll for the growing
Institute.

Permi ssion was given by the Government of East Pakistan for

the use by the Institute of a portion of the Legislative Assembly Hall a s
temporary quarters until the permanent building could be built .

Bids were

ca lled for the immediate construction of a three - c l assroom building adjacent
to t he Legislative Assembly Hall to be used in conj unction with the space
in the Hall un til the I.E .R.' s bui lding was ready.

The move to the Assembly

Hall and the Classroom Building was made in July, 1961.
The architectural firm of Greer -Boutwell had been engaged by the
Univers ity to design t he new building for the Institute which was to be
located on the new l and acquired by the University adjacent to the campus.
The decis ion having been ma de that the University should not move to the
suburbs .
A contract was let to the Bengal Development Corporation in January,

1962} for the construction of the Institute Classroom Building .

The

building was designed as a three - story building with 106)000 sq . ft . of
f loor space.

Construction began in February} 1962.

Preliminary plans were also drawn up in March} 1962, for the construction
of a laboratory sc hool for the Institute and a site adjacent to the I.E.R.
building site was marked on the then University Master Plan .
The Government gave notice to the University in July, 1962, for the
Institute to vacate immediate l y the Assembly Hall and its three-cla ss room
building.

Negotiations were effected to prepare a part of the third floor

of the University Library for temporary use of the Institute .

The Institute's

move was effected by August 3, 1962 .
The south wing of the I.E . R. building was ready for occupancy by the
end of October, 1963, and the s hi ft from the University Library to the
building began .
1963 .

The first classes in the new quarters commenced November 4,

The center wing of the H-shaped building was ready in March, 1964,

and the final or north wing was occupied in 1965 .
Finishing touches to the I.E .R. building continued until December,
1966 .

Gradually e quipment, furnishings, fixtures} and furniture were

acquired over the years as the Institut e grew and parts of the new building
became available until today the building stands on the Dacca University
Campus as an attractive, functionally effi cient, well-constructed educational
building .

The building houses all departments of the Ins titute .

Some of

the special features of the faci li ties are described below.
All classrooms have extensive fenestration on both northern and southern
exposures or in the center wing on both eastern and we stern exposures, providing thereby an abundance of both light and ventilation.
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The front of

Views of the Institute Building

Western Elevation of the Center Wing of t he Institute
of Education and Research.

Southern View of the I.E.R. Building.

A Corner of the 1.E.R. Garden.

Sign Identifying the Institute of Education and Research.

each classroom has adequate chalkboard s pa ce and the re ar wall is equipped
with bulletin or display boards.
by verandahs.

The east south and west windows are protected

The building has fifteen ordinary c las s r ooms equipped with s t udent

chairs with writing arms.

Each room ha s fluorescent lighting and ceiling fa ns .

In addition to the regular c l ass r ooms, there are severa l specialized
c la ssrooms .

One is a well-designed composite science l aboratry for biology,

chemistry, physics and general science as well as for science education.
This laboratory has space, equipment and aids for lect ure sess i ons, demonstrations a nd l abor a tory practice.
Another specialized area is the industrial arts, c r afts and fine arts
section .

This section includes six rooms fo r hand and machine wood-working,

metal work, graphic arts, electricity and electronics, drafting or technica l
drawing, crafts and fine arts .

Eac h room is e quipped with appropriate hand

and /or machine too l s for industrial a rt s and crafts .
A third specia l ized a rea is that for business education consisting of
three rooms- - typewriting, bu siness machine s a nd office practice, shorthand
and accountancy .

Equipment inc ludes thirty-six typewriters, fifteen adding

machine s and ca l cu l ators, fi l ing equipment, and duplicat i ng machines .
The department of psychology and guidance operates i n a fourth
specialized area .

Here there are spe cial rooms for counselor training,

test const r uction a nd admini stration, experimenta l psychology, and group
activitie s .
Language arts and speech training is given in a well-arranged language
laboratory e quipped with the most modern and relatively inexpensive electronic
system of l ea rni ng, accommodating twenty students per class.

The language

laboratory ca n also be used for the prac tice of s horthand by bu siness
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education students .

Undoubtedly it will a l so be a place for experimentation

in language learning research .
Mathematics and mathematics education has a specialized classroom as
also does soc ial s tudies e ducation .

Mathematic mode l s, maps, globes and

socia l science aids are found in t he se rooms .
The department of educational administration operate s a special room
for training and service to schools in educational planning .
The research center of the Institute has six private workrooms, a general
office and a coopera t ive or group workroom.

The ne cessary fi l ing cabinets,

book s he lves, chalkborad and bulle t in board s, adding machines, calculators,
typewriters and dupli cat ing machines are available.

Automatic data proc-

essing equipment ha s not been installed as it is p l anned to use such
faci litie s of commercial houses, university departments and the East Pakistan
Bureau of Statistics whenever such equipment is nece ssa r y at least for the
next two or t hree years.
The library is an outstanding feature of the Institute .
reading room that will accommodate eighty st udents.
ence books are available on open s he l ves .
the loan of textbooks .

The re is a

Periodicals and refer-

A textbook room is operated for

The l ibrary also provides for an adjacent curriculum

laboratory where teachers ' gui des, curriculum materials, charts and textbooks may be developed.
aids and materi a ls room .

Also adjacent to t he library is the audio-visual
Here is stocked and maintained equipment suc h as

projectors, re cord p l aye rs, tape recorders, view graphs, photocopiers, films,
tapes, transparencies, and poster materials.
The ground floor contains a spacious open-air auditorium with stage,
dressing rooms, and storage rooms.

One wing of thi s floor houses the
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students ' association office and a students -teachers ' canteen and lounge.
At the present time the laboratory school occupies nine c l assrooms
of the bui lding and one s uite of offices .

When the new laboratory school

now under construction i s completed, part s of this s pace will be used to
establish a Child Study Clinic , a Center f or Training in the Special
Education of the Handicapped, and a Training Center for Nursery and Kinder garten Teachers .

The schoo l building is planned for occupancy as a three-

phase, adequately se parated building housing a Primary School, a Gir l s '
Secondary School (VI-X) and a Boys' Se condary School ( VI-X) .

Spe cia l ize d

tracks of commerce, indu s trial arts, and science will use t he facilities of
the Institute in addition to the genera l ized faci litie s of the laboratory
school .

The building will a ccommodate 960 children f r om Kindergarten

t hrough Class X a nd should be r ea dy for occupan cy in January, 1971 .
In addition to these main bui ldings, the USAID Construction Capital
Funds for t he proje ct have provided certain auxiliary facilities .

In the

beginning stages of the pro ject, the USA ID Chief Education Off icer, the
Vice-Chancellor of the University and the Dire ctor of the I nstitute negotiated an arrangement for hous ing the students of the I nstitute while in
attendance .

The agreement was that the University woul d provide housing

as needed for both men and women students of the Insti tute and that any
USAID Construction Funds that might be availa ble fo r student housing units
for I.E.R. studen ts would be used to add to the University student housing .
The thinking at the time was that s uch an arrangement would add to the
integration of the Institute and its student body with the University in
general.

Consequently, work was begun i n 1960 under the t hen ICA (AID)

funding on a residence hall. and dining room for women students and an
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Activities

In The Laboratory School

Art is taught in the Primary School.

Morning Opening Exercises in the
Laboratory School

.w~~-~~i~t~iir,-,.~~-.. f

~

A Kindergarten Class in the Laboratory School.

addition of a third floor and a cafeteria to I qbal Hall for men students .
The I .E .R. project a lso undertook to construct some living quarters
for teachers and ministerial staff .

Alto gether 48 flats were constructed

for teachers and officers and 24 f lat s were constructed for ministerial
staff.

These numbers were considered sufficient to house the staff of the

I.E .R. who might wish to live on the University campus.

Again it was planned

that any surplus of flats above the needs of the I.E.R. might be made
available to other University teachers or staff .
Although the Institute had its own specialized library for teacher
education and educational research, it was a l so expected that the teachers
and students of the Institute would need the facilities of the University
Library in the subject matter fields.

Consequently, the Project undertook

to assist the University in the extension of its library facilities .

I.E.R.

Project funds were made available for the construction of a Rs . 17,14,000
addition to the University Library.
Other capital costs were furnished through the project for such items
as road construction, furniture, fixtures and equipment .
The total value of the facilities and e quipment provided from the
rupee releases by the US Agency for In ternational Development for the
Institute of Education and Research and through the I.E.R. for the
University may be summarized from USAID Re port of Audit No. 68- 13, November
20, 196 7, as follows:
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TABLE VIII
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT PROVIDED BY US RUPEE RELEASES
Institute of Education

&

Research Building

Rs .

52,56,000

Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment

14,94,000

Laboratory School*

10,00,000

&

Equipment

Women ' s Residence Hall

&

Dining Room

Iqbal Men 's Residence Hall Addition
and Cafeteria

25,37,000
4,47,000

University Library Addition

17,14,000

Faculty and Staff Quarters (72 units)

16, 88,000

Total

Rs . 1,41,36,000

*In 1964-66, the University used USAID-released Construction Funds
on hand to operate the I . E .R., pending the take-over of operation
costs by GOEP. To make up the lo ss of these construction funds to
the I.E . R., the GOEP approved the use of University ADP Funds, provided by GOEP, to construct the laboratory school.
In spite of the extent of construction and equipment indicated above,
the University at the time of this wr iting has not yet caught up to the demand for student housing.

Consequently, enrollments at the I.E.R. s t i ll are

subject to availability of hostel space.
Nor has the Institue any accommodations for short - term occupancy by
persons attending seminar s, conferences or workshops .

This is a serious

handicap to i n-service training programs at the I.E.R. for prima r y, secondary
or college level personnel .
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY FINANCIAL REPORTS FOR 1959-1969
From 1960 to 1964, the contract between USAID and the Government of
Pakistan required the operational costs of the I nstitute to be provided from
USAID released rupee funds.

The Government was expected to take over the

operating costs as of July 1, 1964.

However, the Government did not assume

any responsibility until late in the fiscal year of 1965-66, and the
University was forced to use USAID construction funds to keep the Institute
operating from July of 1964 through April of 1966.
Table IX presents a statement of income and expenditures for the years
1959-1969 in rupees.

It is a statement in capsu le form of both recurring

and capita l expenditures and also shows the sources of income .

I t is

based on the USAID REPORT OF AUDIT No . 68-13, November 30, 1967 and on
Reports from the Accounts Office, Dacca University .

Figure s for t he

year 1968-69 are estimates based on the approved budget f or 1968-69 and
the Director's quarterly report to the Board of Governor s .
In addition to local currency, a dollar budget administered by Co l orado
State College was also provided through the USAID contra c t.
Dollar support of the project is reflected in Table X which shows
the monies expended by Colorado State College on behalf of the pr oj ect fr om
11-1-59 to 10 - 31-69.
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TABLE IX
STATEMENT OF INCOME EXPENDITURES FOR THE YEARS 1959-1961

196,

1959-60

1960 -61

1961-62

1962-63

1963 - 64

1,35,000

1, 18,091
21,00,000

17,20, 460
29,50,000

7, 21, 194
45, 15,500

1, 42,118
45, 12,233

12, S
20, 7

1,35,000

22, 18,091

46,70,460

52,36,694

46,54,351

33,2

Recur ring
Capita 1

4,036
12 I 873

2,27,546
2 ,70 , 085

S,36,650
34,12,616

6, 84, 797
44 , 09, 779

s, 13,502
6,C
28,88,367 ~

Total Expenditur es

16,909

4,97,631

39,49,266

so, 94, 576

34,01,869

Bal. Car . Fwd .

1,18,091

17,20,460

7,2 1,194

1 , 42,118

12,52 , 482

~

Total Income

1,35,000

22,18,091

46, 70,460

52 , 36,694

46,54,351

~

INCOME:
Bal. brot. fwd.
USAID Releases (1)
USAID Re l eases (2)
GOEP Gr ants
(3)
GOEP Gr ants
(4)
DU ADP Fund
(S)
Tuition & Misc .
Total Income :
EXPENDITURES:

*Year 1968-69 : Estimated Income and Expenditures
(1) USAID Releases : Project No. 391-11-660 -053 (Tchr. Trg. Inst . - - I.E .R. /D.V.)
(2) USAID Releases : Project No . 391-31-690 - 292 (Comprehensive Research Project)
(3) GOEP Grants : Direct Support for I.E.R.
(4) GOEP Grants : Support for Institute of Couseling and Guidance
(S) DU ADP Funds: For construction of Laboratory School

TABLE X
DOLLAR EXPENDITURES IN SUPPORT OF PROJECT
Actual Expenditures
Fiscal Report No. 39
11-1-59 through 12-31-69
Total Expenditures
Actual
Budgeted
Pakistan Project AID/nesa 213
965,870 .oo

Salaries:
On Campus
Off-Campus

956,391.37

Overseas Allowances:

182,983.86

186, 77 3 .oo

Travel and Transportation:
U.S . Travel and Int 'l Travel
Shipping and Storage Household Goods

201,566 . 52

200,410.00

Other Direct Costs :
Retirement and Health Insurance
Out-of-Pocket Expenses and Other Charges

102,992 . 47

99, 800 . 00

Overhead :
On Campus Overhead
Off-Campus Overhead

189, 615 . 24

189,032. 00

Equipment and Training Aids :

155, 315.66

153, 704 . 00

Participant Costs:
Subsistence and Trave l
Books, Suppl i es and Services
Tuition, Fees and Doctoral Expense
Other Participant Related Expenses

435, 372 .77

438,491.00

2,224, 237 . 89

2,234,080.00

Total
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CHAPTER VII
THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
As the project phased out and as one looks back over the years of develop ment, it appears that much has been accomplished .

The Institute is housed

in a fine building.

The laboratory school building in the same compound is

under construction.

Students have a pro fessional education library containing

some 25,000 books.

Equipment and teaching aids appear to be plenttful .

Education programs leading to three degrees--the Bachelor of Science in
Industrial Art s, the Master of Education, and the Doctor in Education--are
in operation .
grams.

Four hundred and one students were registered in these pro-

A laboratory school, with 15 teachers and 418 students, operates

from Kindergarten through Class IX .

Two major research projects involving

twenty-four members of the teaching and research faculty are in progress .
Seventy - two housing units for faculty and staff of the University have been
constructed, and hostel accommodations for 500 students financed .

There is

a professional staff of 58.
Student Enrollment
The Institute's compound is alive with students of many ages r anging
from kindergarten through high school to experienced teachers working on
doctoral degrees .

Currently there are 4 18 laboratory school students, 17

Bachelor of Science degree student s, 373 Master of Education degree students,
and ll Doctorate of Education degree students for a total of 819 students in
all .

The fo llowing table reports the 1968-69 enrollment of students pur-

suing degrees by category of degree specialization .
307 men compose d the enrollment .
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Ninety - four women and

TABLE XI
1968-69 STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY AREA
OF DEGREE SPECIALIZATION
Degree
Program
Bachelor of Science in Industr i a l Arts

Department
Total

Degree
Total

17

17

One-Year Master of Education

43

Primary Education
Secondary Education
Educat iona l Administration
Education Psychology and Guidance

2
7
20
14

Two-Year Master of Education

330

Primary Education
Language Arts Education
Mathematics and Science Education
Social Science Educa tion
Business Education
Industrial Arts and Crafts
Educational Administration
Educational Psycho l ogy and Guidance

5

12
19
29
83
29
134
19

Doctorate of Education

11

Pr imary Education
Seconda r y Education
Educational Administration
Educationa l Psychol ogy and Guida nce
Educational Re search

1
2
2
5

1

TOTAL ENROLLMENT

401

401

The 401 student s have found the educationa l process practiced at the
Inst itute far different than that which they fo rmer l y experienced .
c lass attendance is compulsory and tardiness is not tolerated.

Regular

Each term of

eleven weeks pa sses qu ickl y, and the administration of frequent teacher tests
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demands earnest study.

Content is covered quickly, and textbook reading

must often be supplemented by library reading .
and decisions or stands must be taken on issues .

Discussion is encouraged,
Skill subjects require

l ong hour s of practice in the Institute's various shops and laboratories .
Research reports must be read, understood, criticized, and applied .

Teach-

ing must be practiced on fellow-students, in the laboratory school, and in
schools outside the compound.
Since the environment is very different, many newly enrolled students
require several months to l earn to organize their studies, to participate,
to read widely , to work quickly, to be prepared at all times for a quiz or
to defend a point of view.

Those who cannot keep up the pace or change

practices of study find, by the e nd of the first term, that they have disqualified themselves t hrough low grades .

Students soon learn to aid each

ot her in their studies, projects, inquiry, and discussions.

For the

successful, cooperation becomes a way of life .
The Institute's laboratory school has operated for six calendar years
since its inception in January of 1964.

The school has been temporarily

housed in the Institute's facilities pe nding the completion of a separate
l aboratory school building now under construction adjacent to the Institute
prope r .

Cl asses I through V are coeducational and comprise the Primary

School .

In the primary classes of 1969 there were 201 boys and 7L girls .

Classes Vl through IX presently comprise the Boys' High School .
pl anned to be added in 1970 .
consisted of 146 boys.

Class Xis

The enrollment in the High School this year

When the new laboratory school building opens in 1971

a Girls' High School will also be operated.

The fol lowing table presents

a profile of enro llment in the laborator y school from 1964 to the present .
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TABLE XII
ENROLLMENT BY YEAR AND CLASS IN THE LABORATORY SCHOOL
Class

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

Kdgn.
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX

16
9

30
30
31
30
29
30

30
35
36
34
33
36
45

30
35
34
38
35
34
42
33

30
40
40
40
41
39
36
39
31

41
49
48
48
47
41
42
40
41
23

Totals

25

180

250

281

336

418

An at tempt has been made over the years to se l ect the student body from
families of different economic levels .

As higher c l asses were added, it be-

came more a nd more difficu l t to maintain a fixed ratio among the economic
levels because many of the chi l dren of poo·rer fami lies dropped out for
economic reasons.

Replacements came by transfer f rom other schools and were

generally from higher economic leve l home s.

The fo l l owing t ab l e reports the

1969 enrollment according to family c l assification .
TABLE XIII
CLASSIFICATION OF PUPILS ACCORDING TO PARENTAL STATUS
Parental Cl a ssificat i on

Number

Children of University t eachers and office rs
Children of other Un iversity emp l oyees
Children of Government officials and employees

109
60
107

Childre n of Business and Professional men

49

Children of Tradesme n and others

93

Total Enrollment

418
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Working Cond itions a nd Salaries at the I .E .R.
The statues of the University call for a weekly workload of 40 hours
for t he University's teaching staff.

Duties include teachi ng, advising

students, research a nd writing, and administrative assignments .

Prior to

phasing out the proje c t, t he teaching staff of the Inst itute made a se lf evaluation study of the Inst it ute .

Accor di ng to the se lf-evalua tion, the

average number of hours pe r week devoted t o work by the faculty members of
the Institute was 44 hours.

The average total further broken down to 23 hours

fo r tea c hing and preparation, 6 hours fo r advi sing and guidance, 9 hours
for research and writing, and 6 hours for a dministrative duties.

The 23

teaching hours i nc luded 10 hours fo r preparation, 9 hours for tea ching in
the classroom and 4 hour s for correcting and grading assignments .
The s tude nt load, as revealed by the study, showed a n average enroll men t of 12 student s per c l ass-section taught, a teacher - student ratio per
c l ass of 1 :12.

As each teacher averaged 3 c lass-sections, the total number

of students taught by each teacher averaged 35. 8 per week .

Thus, the

t eac her-student contacts per week in class fo r each teacher averaged 111 for
graduate school i n struction. The teaching staff indicated the physical
facilities of classrooms, laboratories and teachers ' offices were quite
satisfactory and that teaching ai ds and materials were more than adequate.
The working week for administr ative staff, c l erical staff, and custodia l
maintenance staff is 40 hours, while the teachers of the laboratory school
average a 36 hour working week .
The st udent load in the laboratory school is heavy .

Four hundred

eighteen students are enrolled in te n classes for an avera ge of 41.8 per
c la ss.

Besides teaching duties, teachers perform homeroom dutie s, playground
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supervision, and extra-curricular activities.
The salaries of the I.E.R. s t aff are genera lly low .

The 1969 monthly

payroll of the 46 teachers, librarians, and research personnel of the
Institute is Rs . 31,210.
325 to Rs , 1425 .

The range of their monthly salaries is from Rs .

The 1969 average salary of facu lty members with earned

Doctor's degrees is only Rs. 755, the equivalent of $150 . 00 in U. S . currency,
although they are teachers with an average of 12.3 years of teaching
experience.

The present average salary of laboratory school teachers is

Rs . 331.
The wages of the non- teaching staff of the Institute range f rom Rs . 70
per month for the lowest paid laborer to Rs . 650 per month for the highest
paid office worker.

The average monthly salary of t hese persons is

approximately Rs . 200 per month including benefits.

The following table

reports the current salary schedule for the teaching faculty of the Institute.
TABLE XIV
MONTHLY SALARY SCHEDULE
Rank

Monthly Rupee Salary

Professors

1100 -2000

Readers

750-1500

Senior Lecturers

450-1050

Lecturers and Senior Teachers

375-750

Junior Teachers

250-475
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Self-Evaluat i on
A self-evaluation study of the Institute was made by the professional
staff in April of thi s year.
teaching faculty .

Forty- four returns were received from the

Although the s urvey s howed considera ble agreement about

many areas examined, a hea l thy tendency for differences of opinion in regard
to objectives, operation, and communic at i on also was revealed.
The fo llowing major accomplishment s as eva luated by t he facul ty provide tangib l e evi dence of the Projec t ' s progres s:
Basic I.E .R . bui l ding facilities a re adequate and satisfactory .
A well - educated and trained pro fessional staff has been
assembled.
An e xce llent beginning ha s been made in providi ng for specia l ization in a number of f ields of study and that expansion
into more specializations may continue .
The teacher and specialist preparation pro grams at the
Ba che lor of Science, Ma ster of Education, and Doctorate
in Educat ion level s ar e sound and need only minor changes
as t he next pro spec tus is deve l oped by the departments
and aca demic committee .
The training of a research-oriented professiona l staff has
proceeded s lowly, unt i l today the I nstitu t e is geared to
undertake educa tional research at st udent level, depart menta l group leve l, and institut ional l evel. It was reported
in April tha t s ixteen re search studies were in progress.
The concept of a service organization has grown wi th regard to curriculum materia l s, t est ing, educational p l anning,
research, a nd i n- service training . The Institute has
deve loped a c urriculum material s libra r y -laboratory, a
t esting, counse ling and guidance center , an educa t ional
planning l a bora tory and cen ter, and a research service
cen ter. The Inst itute has estab li s hed an in-se r vice
training program . A journal of education and research,
the .Teac her ' s World, has grown from a house organ to a
scholar l y journa l, t he purpose of which is to disseminate ideas, info rmation and informed opini on on education
to pe r sons active ly e ngaged in t he process of education.
Emphas i s i s given to materials base d on r esearch and study
of Pakistan ' s educational problems.
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As professional educators, the staff has begun its
expected r o le of producing educational materials-textbooks, guides, manuals, teaching aids, programmed
materials, etc. Some twenty staff members are
act ively working at this time on such materials.
The Institute has established a laboratory school which
has by now entered two of the three stages in the
development of a laboratory school . The first stage,
the introduction of instruction for girls and boys from
kindergarten through class X, has reached K-V for girls
and K-IX for boys--a total enrollment, as of this date ,
of 421 and a teaching staff of 15. The second stage,
the demonstration of methods, techniques, democratic and
permissive attitudes and act i vities, etc., is currently
offered to groups of visitors, teacher trainees, counselor
trainees, and administrator trainees. The third stage,
experimentation in the school as an educational l aboratory, has only been attempted in a very few isolated
cases. This phase, making the school the educational
laboratory for the I.E.R . 's professional staff, has
deliberately been delayed for two reasons. Most laboratory
research requires (1) a controlled and a variable situation, i . e., a parallel program of classes, and (2) a
professional staff trained in educational resea rch and
child study . The completion of the new laboratory school
building will accommodate 960 children making it possible
to have parallel sections of each class , It will free
two classrooms in the I.E.R. building for intensive study
of chi ld behavior and learning . The comp l etion by the
professional staff this year of their individua l doctoral
research studies now frees them for individual and
cooperative experimentation in the laboratory school .
The Institute and school staffs are about ready to convert the demonstration school into a functioning laboratory
school.
With reference to the four objectives listed in the Third Statutes of
Dacca University, it may be said, first, tha t the Institute of Education
and Research promotes, provides, and conducts facilities for advanced study
and resear ch in education .

Secondly, it provides teaching, training and

guidance and prepares candidates for Masters' and Doctor s ' degrees of
Dacca University in education .

Thirdly, it conducts "courses of further

study for those already qua lified to engage in educational work" through
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late afternoon or evening c la sses and i n- service training programs .

And

l ast l y, the Institute is equipped and prepared to " furnis h services for those
concerned with higher educa tion i n the Universi t y teaching departments
a nd a ffi liated or con s ti tuent co lleges. "
Within these generalizations, it was recognized by the staff in the
self - eva luative study that little direct service is being rendered to colleges
and uni versity departments as yet, that some impact is being made among
teac her training institutions and educational admini strators, that a wel l develope d program of advanced st udies is i n operation, that effective
educational research is go ing on, that action is taking place in test cons truc t ion and test administration, and that mu lt ip lier effect is being
achieved in t he in-service training programs.
It can be said, therefore, that the Institute of Education and Research
is today a viable, progressive, semi-autonomous, inte gral part of the
University of Dacca, capable of and to a remarkable extent, for only a
ten-year old organization, performing the functions envisioned for it by
the educational l eaders of 1954-59.
Although t he overall impression is that much has been accomp li shed in
t he decade , 1959-69, there, nevertheless, remains much still to be achieved .
Although the Instit u te ha s graduated students with graduate degrees in
education, very few have secured positions in teacher-training, educational
administration, counseling and guidance, educational s upervision and pla nning,
or college teaching.

It appears that the governmen t and educational

authorities are no t avai ling themse l ves of t he products which they set up
t he Institute of Education a nd Research to produce.

Furthermore, the

fai lure to date of the authorities to provide additional remuneration for
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Activities of Graduate Students

Auditorium Area.

A Corner in the Student-FacuLty
Canteen.

Studying in the Open Shelf Library at
the I.E .R.

advanced educational degrees results in a paucity of well-qualified persons
seeking advanced education degrees.

This means that the capacity of the

Institute to contr ibute to the educational needs of East Pakistan is not
being fully realized.
It is, however, recognized by the facu lty of the Institute, as reported
i n t he self-study, that officials in various government ministries, directorates and agencies are becoming more and more aware of the potential and
present capabi litie s of the professional staff and facilities of the
Institute of Education and Research.

There is a growing interest in

utilizing the facu l ty members as consultants, planners, designers, programmers, writers, critics, and reviewers.

Officials are beginning to seek

their services to bring about changes, improvements, and gains in the
educational system.

The faculty believes that the Institute of Education

and Research stands today in the educat i ona l mili eu of the country as a
source of leadership, strength, and service.

The professiona l staf f i s

ready and willing to fulfill the envisaged role of the Institu t e for t he
development of education.

As the government may re quest, expect, and pro-

vide for, so the Institute of Education and Research can and will produce.
Report of the USAID Evaluation Committee
USAID/Pakistan in May, 1969, set up an offic ial Evaluation Commi ttee
to visit the Institute of Education and Research to report on the pro gress
made by the Contractor, Colorado State College, in the development of the
Institute.

The official committee was composed of Dr . Edwin L . Martin,

USAID Chief Educational Adviser to Afghanistan as Chairman, and Dr . Philip
H. Haney, USAID Educational Adviser to East Pakistan as member.
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Dr . Md. Selim,

Director of the Institute, was attached to the committee as Representative
of the Institute and the University, and Dr . Jack Shaw, Chief-of-Party,
as Representative of Colorado State College .

The committee visited the

Institute of Education and Research on May 26 through June 2, 1969 .

The

Chairman and Member of the committee examined the physical facilities,
visited classes, conferred with teaching depar tments , held meetings with
student s, met with the executive committee of the Teachers' Council and
had interviews privately with any faculty member requesting such.

The

members examined records and reports, studied catalogues and bulletins,
and the budget.

In the opinion s of the Director and the Chief-of-Party,

the two committee members made a thorough, intensive examination of the
Institute .

In general the committee was well-pleased with the accomplish-

ments of the Contractor, Colorado State College.

In evaluating the

Institute of Education and Research, the report conc luded as follows :

"A viable, se lf-sustaining institution has come into
being in a very short period that promises to help
upgrade education through East Pakistan. It has a good
plant, a strong administration and staff, a qua lity pro gram, and an able student body, and should be able to
achieve the objectives for which it was organized."
As a final examination of the Project, the President of the College,
Dr . Darrell Holmes, visited the Institute in December, 1969, and reported
on his return as follows :
1.

He was positively impre ssed with t he progress he saw which
had occurred since his visit in Fe bruary, 1968. There was
in operation a good program of faculty publication, conferences, and development of studies.

2.

Faculty morale appeared to be high . More o pportunities were
needed for more faculty members to participate i n conferences,
institute s, seminar s, and short courses, both in Paki stan and
in other Asian centers, to enhance their professional development.
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3.

The physical facilities and grounds were in good condition,
clean, and well-maintained. The laboratory school appeared
to be about one-third completed and should be ready for the
1971 class of laboratory school students .

4.

There was evidence of need for supplies and equipment for
both the laboratory school and the Institute in general.
More library books and materials are required, especially
as the professional staff increase their professional
writing .

5,

There appeared to be a need for support of the Institute and
faculty in the development of the Institute's role in program planning for the educational frontiers into which education in Pakistan needs to expand in order to meet the needs
of the people. This support needed is financial, training,
and consultant leadership .

6.

In general, the Institute appears to be well-founded and
well-established, with important on-going programs of
education, research, and service in operation and continuing to earn the respect of educators, government
officials, and the public. The future for the Institute
appears bright.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCERNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Teachers ' Self-Evaluation Study, the USAID Evaluation Committee ' s
Report, and the report of President Holme s revealed severa l concerns for
the personnel and the institution, and recommendations for the alleviation
of the concerns are in order.
Concerns Pertaining to Personnel
The first major concern of the staff was inadequacy of salaries.

The

Institute's professional staff consists at thi s time of 33 persons with
a doctoral degree, 21 per sons with a master's degree as the hi ghest degree,
and only 4 persons with a bachelor's de gree as their highest de gree.

The

high percentage of doctoral degree holders is essential fo r the quality
programs of graduate st ud ies, re searc h, and service which the Institute
is expected to maintain.

These i nstructors with doctoral degrees have an

average of twelve years of teaching experience and an average of nine teen
years of formal education.
their quali fications .

Yet their salaries are not compensatory for

This is especially true for the appointee s who

joined the Institute since July, 1965, when the Board of Governors reduced
the budget to a minimum and the sa l aries of new appointees were fixed at
levels lower than formerly for simi lar qua lif ications .
At the lower echelons of the teaching staff are the laboratory schoo l
teachers.

Concern is felt for the need to upgrade the qua li fications of

these teachers to include requireme nts of a master's degree in the subject
field plus a master's degree in education in order to assure the Institute
of master teachers in this very important laboratory phase of the Institute ' s
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work.

The present salaries offered to junior and senior teachers are not

high enough to attract such qualifications .
The teachers of the Institute also showed concern for the delay in
fi lling permanent posts at the ranks established by the Board of Governors
through promotion.
Another personnel concern is the lack of official r ecognition by
the University of Dacca that the professional staff of the Institute including the laboratory school are " teachers of the University" with all
the rights and privileges pertaining thereto.

Recent events have shown

some recognition of this, such as the action in February, 1969, by the
University Teachers ' Council that the professional staff including
laboratory school teachers were eligible for membership in the University
Teachers' Association .

However, such recognition should come from the

University Syndicate.
Another personnel concern was the method of staff appointments to the
standing committees of the Institute .

Many faculty membe r s wished the

membership of the committees to be elected by the teachers rather than
appointed by the Director.
Concern was also expressed about the onerous nature of the present
duties of the Director .

It was felt that a post of Assistant Director

shou ld be established.
The matter of inadequate housing for student pe r sonnel was of concern
to the staff.

It was felt that these graduate st udents should have

separate I.E.R. hostel facilities provided and that the short-term inservice programs required construction of s uitable dormitory housing for
the enrollees .
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Concerns Pertaining to the Institute
The evaluation studies indi cated a need to begin p l a nni ng for t he
expansion of the laboratory s chool program on completion of t he new
building .

Concern was expressed fo r immediate pr ovis i on of po sts of

Principal of the Boys' High School and Principa l of the Girls' High Schoo l
and f or study of appropriate curricular offerings .
Anothe r conce rn c entered around problems of communica tion between
teaching staff and administration, especial l y through various standing
committees.

Some facu l ty members fe lt their ideas were not given suffic i ent

a ttention when decisions were being made.
Several matters pertaining to research programs were shown to cause
concern .

There appear s t o be need to enlarge the staff of the Research

Center, to secure annual government research grant s, a nd to interest
priva te corpo r at ions a nd agencies in establishing a n annual fund for
educational researc h .
Mos t teaching departments indicated a need to revita l ize the research
program at the M.Ed . level by st r essing the Researc h Group idea among able
students .
The se l f-evalua tion pointed up a need for strengt hening the content
in the teaching-subject areas of the M,Ed. st udent s in Secondary Education .
It was also shown there was a need to establish specia list M.Ed. programs
i n the areas of Specia l Education, Language s, Mathematics, and Nur sery Kindergarten Education .

Such s pecia list programs, it was felt, s hould be

similar to those a l rea dy estab li s hed in Natura l Science and in Social Science.
Concern was expressed that the Institute had not yet moved cooperatively
with the Tec hnical Teac hers ' Training College into the preparation of teachers
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at the M.Ed . level for employment i n vocational and technological schools.
Concern was shown about the termination of Industria l Arts training
for teachers at the B. Sc. level.

Since these teachers were to teach

industrial arts a nd science in the high schoo l s, it was be l ieved that they
should be trained t hrough a B.Sc . (Honours in I .A.) and a M.Sc. (I.A .)
program to attain the necessary ski lls for high quality industrial arts
programs in t he high schoo l s .
The faculty in the Business Education Department indicated a real
need for a cooperative program in B. Com. (Secretarial) and M. Com .
(Secretarial) between the I.E .R. and t he Depa rtmen t of Commerce of the
University, in orde r to produce hi gh qua li ty tea chers of secretarial
science.

Such a cooperative program wou l d be operated in a manner simi lar

t o t he presently operated B. Sc. ( I ndustrial Arts) program .
The faculty in eva luating the pro grams of study recognized a need to
include mor e practi cums a nd fie ld work in the admini stration and
psychological guidance majors, and more "content matter" in the teachingsubject majors.
Concern was expressed about the need for an "adult education" program
in the teacher-training institutions of the province, invo l ving a coordinated program of l ate afternoon and evening classes, workshops, and seminars .
Another matter of concern is the size of the enrollment at the I.E.R.
If the purpo se of the I.E .R. is only to train " teachers of teachers " and
"educational leaders, " then the prese n t enrollment is probably suffic ient .
If the purpose is to inc lude the training of new teachers, counselors, and
admini strators for primary and secondary schoo l s, then the enrollment should
be a llowed to increase to 1,000 per year .
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But such an increase would

nece ss itate construc tion of suf f icient hostel space.
Because it is unl i kely that East Pakistan will require degree -ho ld i ng
teacher s i n it s primary schools for many yea r s to come, the Department of
Primary Education believes its major r ole s hou ld be the up - grading of
teachers o f Pr imary Teacher Training Institu tes a nd of in-service primary
teacher s through late afternoon and evening classes, workshops, seminars
to be held at t he I .E .R. , in P .T .T.I . centers , and in a ny town where
teachers can r eadi l y assemble .
Both studies indi ca t ed serious concern about the fut ure adequacy of
the library .

Although 25,000 volumes (including textbooks) gave the

Institut e a good start, it was thought this was i nsufficie nt fo r a growing
doctoral pro gram .

Furthe rmo r e , there a ppear ed t o be a problem in keeping

up - to-date in both the r eference and textbook sections.
It was a l so r ecognized that there is need of extension of publication
for the I .E.R. a nd for teacher -educat ion gene r a lly in East Paki s tan .

Teac hers

in the province nee d g uides, outline s, reference materials, s upplementary
textbooks, and charts , a ll of wh ich the Institute should be helping to
produce .

Espec i a lly is there a need for materials for the instructors in

the va rious teacher - training ins t it utes and co l leges .

Textbooks for teacher-

education need to be written in Bengali, and s upporting materia l s for
s uch books need to be prepared .

Many considered this to be an important

role fo r the I .E .R. facu lty .
Both evaluative reports reflected seve r a l concerns for education in
Easl Pakistan, such as the upgrading of teacher-education, the product ion
of mor e teachers for the province, more training for teachers in the field,
the production and use of programmed instructional materia l s, more coordinated
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research into the educational problems of the province, more professional
training for educators in administrative posts, and more participation by
the local people in the advancement and financing of education at the primary and secondary school levels.

Chief concern in these was the question

of what should be the role of the Institute.
Lastly, there was much concern expressed in both evaluations for t he
need for continuation for several years to come of a sound relationship
between the Institute of Education and Research and Colorado State College,
which relationship might assist in the continued development of the Institute
in its research programs, its deve l opment of materials, its refreshertraining of teacher-educators, and its eventual expansion into international
service and influence in teacher-education.
Recommendations
In the hope that many of the problems for which the respondent s in
both evaluative studies showed concern may be resolved through consideration and action by the I.E.R. staff, the Board of Governors, the Directo ra~es
of Publ ic and Technical Instruction, the Pakistan Mission of the United
States Agency for International Deve l opment and possibly Colorado State
College , either jointly or seve r a lly or both, the following recommendations
are made:
WHEREAS it i s believed tha t the Institute of Education and Research
at the University of Dacca is a viable, self-sustaining institution with
good facilities; well-prepared, industrious, and appropriately sensitive
teachers; and a quality program of teacher-education, research and service;
and
WHEREAS the professional staff of the Institute in t he processes of

I
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self- evaluation and the USAID Evaluation Committee in the pro cesses of
formal visitation and e xamination both expressed important concerns for
the continuing development and operation of t he Institute; and
WHEREAS the Chief-of-Party of the Colorado State College Contract
Services, when reviewing in his terminal report the ten-year program of
development of the Ins t itute pointed out directions for i mprovement which
might be taken by the Institute;
THEREFORE IT IS RECOMMENDED TO THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS :
1.

That a review of the qualifications and present salaries of the
professiona 1 .staff of the Institute inc luding the Laboratory
School be made and corrective a djustments be provided .

2.

That the salary scales for the Laborat ory School tea c her s be
upgrade d to enable recruitment o f teachers with master's
degrees in the subject field and the M.Ed . degree.

3.

That USAID (or other agency) be requested through government
channels to bring to the Institute a team of experienced
laboratory school teacher s fo r six months t o work closely
with the st aff of the Laboratory School to develop t he school
from i ts present stages of instruction and demonstration t o
the third stage, that o f experimentation- ·the re by making it
into a true laboratory school, and providing the staff with
specialized training as labora tory sc hool teachers .

4.

Tha t the University hous i ng situation fo r the professional
s ta ff including laboratory sc hool teachers be reviewe d and if
housing cannot be presently provided for any staff member that
he be grante d a housing allowance unt i l University hous ing
is available .

5.

That all permanent po s t s and temporary po sts as es t ablished by
the Board in 1969 that a re presently vacant be fi lled immediate l y
by promotion within the ranks of the Institute, a nd that all
temporary po sts in the lower ranks t hat cannot be fi lled by
promotion be filled by advertisement for quali fied personnel .

6.

That pos ts of a principal fo r t he Boys' High School and one
for the planned Girls' High School be established now and
filled by promo tion within the professional staff of the
I . E. R. in orde r to recruit and assemble t he necessary teaching
staff for the enlarged laboratory sc hoo l whic h wi l l occur in
January, 1971, on comp l etion of the building .
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7.

That a n offic i al s t atement or resolution be obtained from the
Synd icate of the University to the effect tha t teaching staffs
of the Universi ty ' s Ins titutes are " teacher s of the University"
with all rights and privileges pertaining thereto .

8.

Tha t f unds be sought from the Gove rnment to cons t ruct a dormitor ytype hostel to accommodate persons f r om schools, coll eges, and
government se rvice s attending the in-service training programs
at the I.E. R. in the form of wor ks hop s, semina r s, ins tit utes,
confere nce s, and short-term courses .

9.

That, beca us e of the numerou s demands on the Director ' s time
and services, both within and without the Ins tit ute, an
Assistant Dire ctor be appointed from the present professional
staff to more or les s assume the duties formerly performed
by t he Director .

FURTHERMORE, IT IS RECOMMENDED TO THE DIRECTOR AND PROFESS IONAL STAFF OF
THE INSTITUTE :
1.

That a plan be prepared whereby certa in members of Standing
Committees of the Institute might be ele cted by t he faculty
members in regular fac ul ty meetings.

2.

That a study be made of what would be ade quate housing for
the I.E.R. stude nt s in kee ping with the term system and
examinat i on system of the I. E.R . 1 and t hat the feasibility of
providing s uch housing be explored with the Board of Governors,
with othe r Institutes or similar systems, and with t he University authorities in orde r t hat the full effect of the Institute ' s
programs of st udy may be achieved .

3.

That appropriate departments or sections of department s of
the Institute prepare pr ograms and syl labi for teac her and
s upervisory s pecia lizations at the M.Ed . level in Special
Ed ucation, in Languages (Bengali, English, Urdu), Education,
in Mathematics Educa tion, and in Nursery-Kinde r garten Educa tion, and that such specia l izations be offered in the 1971
Prospectus .

4.

That a ll departments offe r i ng teaching - subject specia lizat ions
give greate r emphasis i n each specia l ization to the " content
s trengt h" of the major even if this requires shifting the " student
teaching experiences " to t he second year of the two-year pro gram, and that if necessary, a cooperative arrangement for
"con te nt cour ses " be worked out with the subject matter departments of the University.
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5.

That the Department of Indust rial Arts, Crafts, and Fine Arts
together with the Mathematics and Science sections of the
Secondary Education Department undertake to explore with the
Technical Teachers ' Training College and the Director of
Technical Education a program of studies at the M.Ed. level
to be offered cooperatively by the I.E.R . and the T.T.T.C.
for advanced preparation of teachers for techni ca l and vocational schools. The degree might be M.Ed. (Tech . ) and
admission might be limited to stude nt s with the B. Sc . (I.A . ),
M.Ed. (I .A. ), or B.Ed. (Tech.) de grees .

6.

That the Department of Industrial Art s, Crafts, and Fine Arts
explore with the Faculty of Science and the Directors of
Public and Technical Education the need for and feasibility
of developing a program, expanded from the present B.Sc .
(I.A . ) program, of B. Sc . (Honours in I.A.) and M. Sc . (I .A. )
in order to produce high quality industrial arts teachers
for high schoo l s and science teachers for technological
institutes .

7.

That the Department of Business Education explore with the
Dacca University Department of Commerce and the Directors of
Public and Technical Education the need for and feasibility of
cooperative programs of study leading to B. Com . (Secretarial)
and M. Com. (Secretarial) degrees to produce high qual ity
teachers of secre t ar i a l science for high schoo l s, co lle ges, and
commercial training institutes whereby they will have adequate
content training as well as the skills of shorthand, typewriting,
bookkeeping, bu siness langua ge, and related office practices .

8.

That the Departments of Educational Administrat i on and Psychology
and Guidance give serious thought to the inclus ion of more
practicums and fie ld work in their ma j ors and t hat such changes
be presented in the 1971 Prospe c tus .

9.

That the Department of Primary Education prepare a proposed
certificate program fo r the upgrading of primary school
teachers in conjunction with the Primary Teacher-Training
Institutes and the Junior Training Colleges whereby the
teachers might over a long period of such in-service training
programs quali fy for certificate, higher d iploma, or degree
status and the proposed program be explored with the Direc torate of Public Instruction and the University for possible
implementation .

10.

That the professional staff study the need for an inte grated
and cooperative program of adult e ducat ion to be provided
throughout the province through the establishment of adu l t
extension services in all teacher -training institutions working cooperatively with l oca l primary, secondary, and vocational/
technical schoo l s, and that the profe s sional staff take the
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I
ne cessary steps to propose and initiate such a program in
collaboration with the Directorates of Public and Technical
Education .
11.

That the professional staff study the positions of educational
leadership, administration, and teacher-training in terms of
present establishment, future needs, and the upgrading of
qualifications; propose a classification of the posts as
requiring M.Ed. and Ed.D. levels of qualification; and then
systematically follow through the appropriate channels for
the necessary actions to imp l ement the proposals.

12.

That the pr ofessional staff show the need fo r and secure the
necessary action for student housing facilities to enable
the Institute to enroll a minimum of 1, 000 full-time students.

13.

That the Department of Secondary Education prepare a proposal
for honours degree programs in cooperation with the Faculties
of Arts and Science for the preparation of teachers at the
B.A. (Hons . ) and B.Sc . (Hons . ) levels, wherein the ne cessary
courses in education would be offered at the I.E.R. and might
constitute one or more papers in each year.

14.

That the Department of Educational Research prepare and
propose a plan of annua l educational research to be financed
by an annual government grant of Rs . 2,00, 000 , and that the
central and provincial governments be approached through
proper channels to support the proposal by making such a grant.

15.

That Lhe professional staff design and propose through the
Department of Educational Research a number of specific research proje cts to be supported by interested private individuals, corporations or agencies, and that sanction of the
Board of Governors be obtained to seek such private funds to
the amount of Rs . 2,00,000 annuall y .

16.

That all departments take steps to increase a nd strengthen the
Research Group stat us within their one - year M.Ed. programs
by proposing suitable research probl.ems and inviting likely
students to join the Research Group with each teacher in the
departments sponsoring one Re search Group student each year,
such projects to be coordinated by the Department of Educational Research.

17.

That the professional staff of the library, in cooperation
with the Library Committee a nd the teaching departments, prepare a list of areas in reference materials and textbooks in
which the library needs strengthening or in which the library
need s a means of obtaining re gular additions, and that the
professional staff, through proper channe l s, make the following
approaches to solutions of the library acqui sition problem :
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a.

That it be determined from the University the annual
amount of foreign exchange that may be expected by the
I.E.R. for purchase of foreign books .

b.

That an undertaking be sought from the Textbook Board for
the free supply of at least one copy of each book handled
by the Board for the libraries of each teacher-training
institution on a constant l y current basis .

c.

That the BriLish Co nsul, the United States Information
Service, and a ll other cultural attaches of the various foreign
consulates in East Pakistan be requested to establish
in the I.E.R. library and keep curre nt as a free service a
shelf of books for teacher-education published in their
countries.

d.

That the professional staffs of all departments undertake the preparation of teac hing materials and textbooks
for the various classes in teac her-education to be published in the national languages and made available through
publishers for purchase by students at all teachertraining institutions adopting the textbooks or materials,
thereby enabling all teachers eventually to acquire a
professional library. If necessary, such books should
be approved and subsidized by the Textbook Board

e.

That an agreement be sought through the Government,
University, and Directorates of Public and Technical
Education with foreign publishers for the privile ge of
printing in Pakistan sLudent editions for use only in
Pakistan of desirable forei gn textbooks for higher
education .

18.

That the professional staff publish in Benga li a series of monthly
leaflets to supplement the journal, Teac hers' Wor ld , such leaflets
to be widely distributed to schools and colleges in East Pakistan
on timely topics for teachers, counselors, and a dministrator s.

19.

That the professional staff exp lore the need for a professional
society of educators in Pakistan and the publication of a
national Pakista n Journal of EducaLion of outstanding qual ity.

20.

That t he professional staff prepare well - documented papers on
the various problems facing educat ion in East Pakistan today so
thaL there may be a comprehensive body of information and
proposa ls for study by educational authorities, commissions,
committees, and conferences .
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IT IS ALSO RECOMMENDED TO USAID AND COLORADO STATE COLLEGE :
1.

That arrangement s be made that one teacher at Colorado State College
and one at the Institute of Education a nd Re search be designated
as liaison personnel to facilitate continued communication between
the schools, to keep alive interest, to survey po ssibi lities of
mutual assistance, and to coordinate any inter-campus activities
that may be possible .

2.

That a program of support for the continued development of the
reference library and curriculum materials laboratory of the
Institute be initiated cooperatively .

3.

That a program of critica l assista nce and review be established
with Colorado State College teachers for I.E.R. teachers engaged
in writing educationa l materials within the limitations of
language differences .

4.

That active support for the development of programmed ins tructional materials and skills at the I.E .R. be made available through
joint efforts of USAID and Colorado State College .

5.

That a team of experienced laboratory school teachers be sent
to the I .E.R . to develop the labora tory aspect of the laboratory
school.

6.

That a program be undertaken to provide a series of short-term
(3 months) consult an ts to deve l op or enhance specific operations
at the I.E . R., such as the language l aboratory and its materia l s,
programmed instructional materia l s in specific subject a r e as,
primary school science programs and materials, and others as
the need s are further determined .

7.

That a program of short-term (6 months) exchange of graduate
students be developed.

8.

That a program of inter-campus excha nge of teachers be effected.

9.

That a program of ass ista nce in research be deve l oped whereby
the Colorado State Colle ge Bureau of Re search may provide
critical assistance to the I.E.R. Research Center in matters
of problems needing re search, research design, and critical
evaluation of results .

10.

That the po ss ibi lity of developing inter-campus interest in
student body activities be explored .

11 .

That a program fo r further training of a participant order to a
few of the teaching staff of the I.E .R. be developed, including
training for a hi gher degree or refresher training in a hi ghly
specialized fie ld .
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12 .

That a program for re-evaluation of the project from time to
time be established with participation by the I .E .R. , the
Government of East Pakista n, Colorado State College, and USAID.

I
I

I
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